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Valkyrie, a Very Severe route on FroggattEdge. 

Photo: Ken Wilson 

The I Road to the 
Peak' Goes Thro' 
Sheffield 

Outdoor People now have easier 
and quicker access to the Peak 
District from the East and South, 
using the M 1 Motorway. 
Whether you are travelling from 
Leeds, Nottingham or London, 
be sure to look us up when 
passing through Sheffield . 
Ask to see our full range of 
equipment for the Rock Climber, 
Mountaineer, Walker and Skier. 
We are always pleased to give 
advice on local areas and Stanage 
Edge is only 20 mins away. 
Send now for our fully illustrated 
60 page Catalogue the complete 
guide to all your equipment and 
Climbing gear. 

2 High Court 
High Street Sheffield 
Telephone Sheffield 27525 



MOUNTA.IN and VALLEY 
CAMPING 
of lightweight 

with Blacks-range 
tents 

These tents have been developed after exhaustive tests. 

The material used has been chosen, and in some cases 

especially manufactured for maximum resistance against the 

wind and elements. 

Should an emergency or freak weather prevail, they prove 

quick to erect and provide utmost security - another factor 

why leading expeditions choose Blacks tents and equip

ment. 

LONDON: 53 Rathbone Place, Oxford Street. London W.1. 

LONDON: 22-24 Gray's Inn Road, London W.C.1. 

BIR MING HAM : 86-87 Broad Street, Birmingham 15. 

GLASGOW: 132 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow C.2. 

MANCHESTER: 263 Deansgate, Manchester 2, 

NOTTINGHAM: Shakespeare Street, Nottingham. 

SHEFFIELD: 18-22 Corporation Street, Sheffield 3. 

Send now for FREE STOKE-ON-TRENT: 40-42 Marsh Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. 

catalogue SUTTON: 250 High Street, Sutton, Surrey. 

Top Left New Mountain Tent (shown with flysheet) 
Perhaps the best known of all mountain tents. Length 7ft 
plus 18in rear bay. Width 4ft. Height 4ft. Tent in 'Protex'. 
Weight 12Ib 8oz. £19.10.0. 

Top Right Artie Guinea Tent. The compact design makes 
it much in demand for expeditions. Length overall 8ft. 
Width 4ft. 9in. Height 4ft. Walls 9in. Weight in 'Protex' 
cotton 15Ib. 4oz. £21.15.0. 

Bottom Left Wren Senior. Comfort for two persons with 
kit but at a pinch three persons can be accommodated, 
complete with metal Ridge pole to flysheet. 6ft 6in (plus 
2ft ext.) 5ft wide. 4ft high with Sin walls. Weight complete 
15Ib. £17.12.6. 

Bottom Right New ltisa Senior. Designed by lightweight 
campers for two persons with full kit. 6ft 6in long, 6ft 6in 
wide. 5ft 6in high. 12in walls rise to 21 in at sides and 
back. Weight complete 9Ib. Tent with sewn-in ground
sheet and upright pole. £15.15.0. 

~A BLACKSOF 
111'A.GREENOCK 

(BLACK AND EDGINGTON LTD.) 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE · PORT GLASGOW 
and 

RUXLEY CORNER WORKS· SIDCUP · KENT 
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HOW ABOUT IT 
• 

Full set of mountaineering clothing -

- Top to Bottom for 1/ - -

Raffle tickets at leading outfitters all 
over the country 

HELP NOW 
FOR THE 

COCKERMOUTH RESCUE TEAMS 
DEPENDANTS FUND 

Two members of a hard worked rescue team were killed 
during a stretcher- lowering practice this year. 
Mountain rescue teams cannot get adequate insurance 
cover. 
These two men left dependants, one a young family. 

Lets Help Them Now 

FOR TICKETS WRITE TO YOUR MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 
SUPPLIERS. 

on your back Ill 

The Aiguille extendable 
all nylon fittings with the 
new Simplex buckles, 
Nylon shoulder harness. 

price 103/6 

but way out in f root 
a full catalogue & price list of our 

products is available from 

karrimor products Ltd. 

Bell St. Haslingden Lanes 
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Information 
Weak Pitons discovered 
More new climbs on Scafell 

Charles Evans knighted 

Weak Pitons Discovered 
Following complaints from 
various quarters about failures 
in the Hiatt No. 10 Angle Pitons, 
Black and Edgington - who have 
sponsored the production and 
handled the marketing of the 
complete Hiatt range of Pitons 
and Karabiners - have issued 
the following statement : 

Hiatt Angle Pitons No. 9 and 
No. 10 

For several months reports of 
breakages of the No.10 Hiatt 
Angle Pitons have been received. 
In every case these breakages 
occurred in the course of 
removing the Pitons with side
ways hammer blows. Substantial 
testing has taken place on these 
Angle Pitons, and it has been 
found that in every case of 
breakage, the steel contained 
some undesirable strings of 
impurities which together with 
the physical size of the Piton 
made it possible for breakages to 
occur in the above manner. 
Similar impurities have been 
found in the No. 9 Piton, which 
is currently being investigated. 
In view of this we recommend 
that all No. 9 and 10 Hiatt Pitons 
should not be used for climbing 
purposes, and should be returned 
to the nearest stockist for 
exchange. 

Fresh supplies of No. 9 and 
No. 10 Hiatt Pitons made from 
a new batch of steel will be 
available very shortly." 

In answer to questions, Mr. J . 
Jackson of Blacks gave Mountain 
the fullest assurance on the 
standards of quality control at the 
Hiatt factory, and expressed 
complete confidence in the design 
and production methods of these 
Pitons. 

An Honour for 
Mountaineering 
In the Investiture Honours, 
Charles Evans received a knight 
hood for "services to 
mountaineering". This is a 
warmly welcomed recognition of 
an outstanding mountaineer. 
Charles Evans contributed 
substantially to British achieve
ment in the Himalayas where he 
had a long line of expeditions 
from 1950 to 1957. His climb to 
the South Peak of Everest, with 
Tom Bourdillon in 1953, was a 
great mountaineering feat, but 
he will be as much recognized 
for his expedition leadership, 
especially of the successful 
Kanchenjunga expedition 1955; 
Norman Hardie, in the last 
New Zealand Alpine Journal, 
makes clear that it was Charles 
Evans' self-sacrifice as leader 
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Ali Ratna Tibba climbed 

which kept him out of the summit 
parties, and that relations within 
the party, and with the Sherpas, 
were exceptionally good. Author 
of On Climbing and other books, 
Charles Evans is Principal of the 
University College of North Wales, 
Bangor. In 1957 he married 
Denise Morin, herself a noted 
climber. As President of the 
Alpine Club, Charles Evans will 
clearly have a big influence on 
the changing pattern of British 
mountaineering administration 
over the next few years. In 
offering him our congratulations, 
we wish him well for the future. 

EXPEDITION NEWS 
Ali Ratna Tibba 

First ascent, May 1969: F. Harper, 
C. Radcliffe, M. Harper and 
D. Nicol made a route by the 
West Face and the West Ridge. 
The Alpine-style ascent took 
two days from the highest camp 
at 13,000ft. The route is Grade D 
sup., with pitches of 4 sup., and 
is comparable with the normal 
route on the Aig . du Dru, though 
much longer. 
"No permission is needed to 
climb in this area. Indeed, it is 
actually encouraged. There are 
some very interesting super
Alpine type peaks, suitable for 
very small parties. There are six 
peaks over 17,000ft., with faces 
as big as the North-East Face 
of the Badile and still unclimbed". 
Correspondent: Nicol 

Chris Jones 
Our American Correspondent, 
Chris Jones, will be visiting this 
country for a lecture tour in 
October, before returning to the 
States. 

Jones, a computer executive, 
was already one of Britain's 
most experienced climbers when 
he went to work in America in 
1966. He had the first ascents of 
Corpse, Malambo, Malady and 
Kranz (all at Avon Gorge), and 
the West Route at Cheddar 
(with Dearman) to his credit. 
In the Alps, his best climb was 
an early British ascent of the 
Walker Spur in 1964, with 
Estcourt, Roshnik and Martin. 

Since arriving in America, Jones 
has achieved a remarkable series 
of difficult climbs. These include 
the North Faces of Mt. Edith 
Cavel/ and Mt. Assiniboine in 
Canada, with Chouinard and 
Faint; the North-East Face of 
Yerupaja in the Andes, with Paul 
Dix; the South-West Buttress of 
Fitzroy in Patagonia (article in 
Mountain 3), and a fine series of 
climbs in Yosemite. The best of 
these was his ascent, of El Cap's 
Salathe Wall, in June. 

Scafell - East Buttress (left flank) . Routes: 1. Hell's Groove, X.S. 2. 
Pegasus, H.V.S. 3 . Morning Wall, V.S . 4. Phoenix, X.S. 5 . Ichabod, X.S . 
6. Overhanging Grooves, H. V.S . 7. Great Eastern, V.S . 7a . Yellow Slab 
variation, H.V.S. 8 . Centaur, H.V.S . New climbs by Cram and Young; 
C. Chimera, H. V.S . G.R. Gold Rush, X.S. Photo: John Hartley 

Lake District Notes 
The pendulum of activity swings 
from Wales to the Lakes at 
regular intervals, and this year 
has been no exception. Taking 
advantage of good weather, 
many leading climbers have been 
forsaking Gogarth and Cloggy, 
to catch up on their backlog of 
routes on the remoter Lakeland 
crags. 

Scafell and Gable. Scafell has 
been a centre of activity, with 
climbers such as Cram, Lounds, 
Braithwaite (Tut) and McHardy 
particularly prominent. Cram and 
Bill Young found two new lines: 
Chimera 280ft. H.V.S., crossing 
Morning Wall and Pegasus; and 
The Gold Rush 350ft. X.S., an 
eliminate approach to Yellow Slab, 
between Great Eastern and 
Ichabod. The Girdle of the East 
Buttress, a long-standing problem, 
was solved by C. Reid and 
another. They started from left of 
the crag, taking the difficult 
sections first. Bill Lounds and 
another recorded a fine day's 
climbing when they did Nazgul, 
Ichabod, Holy Ghost and 
Leverage. McHardy and Braith
waite had an even better day. 
They climbed Leverage, Ichabod 
and Hell's Groove, and another, 
and then soloed Mickledore 
Grooves, Trinity, Chartreuse and 
Overhanging Wall - all on sight. 
The pair also completed a new 
route on Great Gable. The 
Vikings 200ft. X.S., a long
standing problem, is on Tophet 
Wall. The crux is a desperate 
overhanging crack, the kind of 
pitch on which McHardy excels. 
On Esk Buttress, Geoff Cram 
found another route: Boot Hill, 
a crack to the right of Gargoyle 
Direct. 

Borrowdale. The digging 
continued with Ray McHaffie 
back in his position as head 
gardener. His persistent zeal has 
produced some surprisingly good 
climbs on the left side of Black 
Crag, and The Mole 300ft. H.V.S. 
on Great End Crag. 

Buttermere. Activity has been 
hampered by the continued non
publication of the explorations 
on Green Crag. With Soper 
floating on an iceberg off 
Greenland for most of the 
summer, Neil Allinson has taken 
over guide book work. But the 
high crags are characteristically 
providing the chief source of 
delay in this, the last volume of 
the Fell and Rock series. 

Ennerdale. Ian Roper, Nigel 
Rogers and others have been 
developing the previously 
untouched crags of Boat Howe. 
The climbs are reported as 
pleasant and on good rock. The 
best are Fanyorn 250ft. X.S., a 
long rib line, the most prominent 
feature on the crag; and 
Numenor 180ft. H.V.S., just to 
the left of Fanyorn. 

Eastern Fells. The formidable 
North Buttress of Dove Crag, a 
long-standing problem, has at 
last been climbed. Chris Woodhall 
completed the route with 120ft. 
of A2, and 70ft. of X.S. free 
climbing on the second pitch. 

On Rainsborough, the big crack 
on the prow of the crag was 
taken by Joe Brown in one of his 
rare but always inspired, forays 
into Lakeland territory. Bill 
Lounds, who made the second 
ascent, confirmed its manifest 
difficulty, which is emphasized by 
its frightening name: The Groan. 
Correspondents: Roper and Cram 



Annapurna team examined in detail R. L. G. Irving obituary. 
Mountain Safety Conference for London 

Bonington 

Annapurna 1970: The Team 
Preparations for next spri ng's 
Annapurna Expedition are now 
well under way. Many leading 
equipment and food firms are 
giving support, and several 
national newspapers are com
peting for the rights to exclusive 
press coverage. This is the most 
important British expedition 
since Kanchenjunga. It is of 
interest to note, however, that 
whereas most members of that 
expedition were true amateurs, 
most of the Annapurna team 
earn their living either partially or 
completely from climbing - a 
reflection of the increasing trend 
towards professionalism in 
contemporary sport. 
The members of the team are 
listed below, with notes on their 
best climbs at home and abroad. 

Christian Bonington: Leader. 
Age 35. Photojournalist and 
lecturer from Manchester. 
Best climbs: 
Raven's Gully (Winter); 
Coronation Street; The Medlar; 
The Holy Ghost; King Cobra; 
Old Man of Hoy; Mercavity. 
All 1st ascents. 
Eiger - North Wall; Petit Dru -
S .W. Pillar (4th); Mt. Blanc -
Central Pillar of Freney (1st) 
and Right-hand Pillar of 
Broulliard (1st) ; Grandes 
Jorasses - Walker Spur; Aig. 
d'Argentiere - North Face (1st 
winter); Cima Grande - Brandler/ 
Hasse route. 
Expeditions: 
Annapurna 2 (1960); Nuptse 
(1961); Towers of Paine (1963) . 

Don Whillans: Age 36. 
Plumber from Manchester. 
Best climbs: 
Slanting Slab; Taurus; Woubits; 

Whillans Clough 

Burke Estcourt 

Extol; Carnivore; Centurion. All 
1st ascents. 
Grandes Jorasses - Walker Spur; 
Petit Dru - W. Face (3rd) and 
S. W. Pillar (4th) ;Aig. de Blatiere -
W. Face (1st); Mt. Blanc -
Central Pillar of Freney (1st). 
Expeditions : 
Masherbrum (1957); Trivor 
(1960); Aig. Poincenot (1962) ; 
Towers of Paine (1963) ; 
Gaurishankar (1964) ; Haundoy 
Sur (1968) . 

Ian Clough: Age 30. Director 
of a Climbing School in Glencoe. 
Best climbs: 
Point Five Gully (winter) ; Titan's 
Wall. Both 1st ascents. 
Eiger - North Wall; Mt. Blanc -
Central Pillar of Freney (1st) ; 
Cima Ovest - Couzy route; Piz 
Badile - N.N. W.Couloir; Crozzon 
di Brenta - Aste Diedre. 
Expeditions : 
Towers of Paine (1963); 
Gaurishankar (1964); Fortress 
(1968) . 

Dougal Haston: Age 27. 
Director of a Climbing School in 
Leysin. 
Best climbs : 
The Bat (with Robin Smith); The 
Big Ride. Both 1st ascents. 
Eiger - North Wall and Harlin 
route (1st) ; Matterhorn - North 
Face (4th in winter); Mt. Blanc 
du Tacul - Gervasutti Couloir 
(winter); Aig. d'Argentiere -
North Face (1st winter); Cima 
Ovest - Swiss/ Italian route; 
Mt. Watkins - South Face (4th). 
Expeditions: 
Cerro Torre (1968). 

Martin Boysen: Age 27. 
Teacher from Manchester. 
Best climbs : 
The Skull; Pinnacle Arete; Nexus; 

Haston 

Thompson 

The Medlar; The Magic Bow. 
All 1st ascents. 
Grandes Jorasses - Walker Spur; 
Civetta - Phillip/Flamm route; 
Aig. du Fou - South Face (2nd) 
and Chamonix Face (1st) ; Petit 
Dru - S . W. Pillar; Pie Sans Nom -
N.W. Face (1st). 
Expeditions : 
Cerro Torre (1968). 

Mick Burke: Age 28. Student 
and Climbing Guide from London. 
Best climbs: 
Petit Dru - S. W. Pillar and 
Hemming /Robbins route (2nd) ; 
Grandes Jorasses - Walker Spur; 
Matterhorn - North Face (4th in 
winter); Aig. du Trio/et - North 
Face; Mt. Blanc du Tacul -
Gervasutti Couloir (winter) ; El 
Capitan - South Buttress. 
Expeditions: 
Cerro Torre (1968). 

Nick Estcourt: Age 26. 
Systems Analyst from Manchester. 
Best climbs: 
Grandes Jorasses - Walker Spur; 
Aig. du Trio/et - North Face; Les 
Droites - N.E. Spur; Aig. du Fou -
South Face (2nd); Mt. Blanc du 
Tacu/ - Gervasutti Pillar; Pie 
Sans Nom - N. W. Face (1st). 
Expeditions : 
Greenland (1963). 

Tom Frost: Equipment 
Manufacturer and Guide from 
San Francisco. 
Best climbs: 
El Capitan - Salathe Wall (1st) 
and North America Wall (1st) ; 
Aig. du Fou - South Face (1st) ; 
Mt. Blanc - Hidden Pillar of 
Freney (1st). 
Expeditions : 
Kantega (1963) ; Chacraraju and 
Huandoy (1964) . 

Boysen 

Frost 

Mike Thompson: Age 32. 
Anthropologist from London. 
Best climbs: Girdle of Main Wall 
(Avon), Holy Ghost and The 
Medlar (with Bonington) . All 
1st ascents. 
Expeditions: 
lndrasan (1960). 
Two further members of the 
Expedition are: 
Dave Lambert, Expedition 
Doctor; and Capt. Kelvin Kemp, 
Base-camp Organizer and Liaison 
Officer. 

London Mountain Safety 
Conference 
Following the success of the 
1967 Bedford College Conference, 
the C.C.P.R. is repeating the event 
on Saturday 25th October this 
year, at Imperial College, South 
Kensington. The programme, 
aimed particularly at the 
individual climber and the youth 
leader, has attracted an impres
sive group of speakers who will 
lecture on all aspects of 
Mountain Safety. They include 
John Jackson, Kim Meldrum. 
Tom Price, Joe Griffin, Ron 
James and Roger Mansfield. 
The chairman is Jack Langland. 
The panel also includes two 
doctors who will talk about the 
technical and medical aspects of 
accident treatment. 
Tickets for the complete seminar, 
including refreshments and lunch, 
cost 30/-, and are obtainable 
from: The C.C.P.R., 160 Great 
Portland Street, London WIN 5TB. 
Tel. 01.580.9092. 

R. L. G. Irving - Mountaineer 
and Writer 
Robert Lock Graham Irving died 
in April , at the age of 92. 
Ironically, his death occurred just 
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Information - continued 
History of Shelter Stone Crag. 

as he had 'come alive· to a new 
generation of climbers through 
the publication of David 
Robertson's scholarly biography 
of George Mallory. 

Graham Irving was a College 
Tutor at Winchester, coming 
from New College in 1900. He 
was an energetic young man, 
keen on cricket and fives, but his 
over-riding interest was in 
mountaineering. His visits to the 
Alps started in 1898. At first he 
climbed with guides, but later 
he preferred to choose his own 
routes, times and companions. 
He thus became a pioneer of 
guideless climbing at a time 
when it was frowned upon by 
the 'old guard.' He was elected 
to the Alpine Club in 1902. 

Irving was responsible for 
introducing two of his Winchester 
students, George Mallory and 
Harry Gibson, to the Alps; he 
was also the first President and 
Leader of The Ice Club - founded 
at Winchester in 1904. Amongst 
other mountaineering 'recruits,' 
the club included G. H. Bullock 
and Harry Tyndale, whose sister 
Irving married. 

Irving was a competent writer on 
mountaineering; his books. 
The Romance of Mountaineering 
(1934), The Alps (1939). 
Ten Great Mountains (1940) and 
The History of British 
Mountaineering (1955) remain 
classic reading. He was a 
regular contributor to the Alpine 
Journal, and in February 1909 
he published his famous article 
'Five Years with Recruits', which 
was censored by many Alpine 
Club members. 

In forty years of prolific climbing, 
Irving doubtless made first 
ascents and certainly many new 
variations, particularly in 
Oberland. He came to the Alps 
before the passion for face 
climbing arose, and was by his 
own admission "not bitten by 
the Aiguille bug". He was a 
sound snow and ice man, but his 
greatest contribution to 
mountaineering was surely his 
advocacy of guideless climbing. 
Correspondent: Audrey Salkeld 

Shelter Stone Crag 
Last year's ascents of three new 
major routes brought further 
recognition to one of Scotland's 
finest cliffs. 

Shelter Stone Crag is close to 
the head of Loch Avon, and is 
best approached from Aviemore. 
From the Coire Cas Ski car park, 
the cliff is reached by ascending 
Co ire Cas ( or taking the ski lift 
to Cairngorm) and descending 
Co ire Raibert (2 hours). 
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An article by James Renny, 
extolling the crag's virtues, has 
been published in the 1969 
S.M .C. Journal. As the crag is 
clearly of more than local interest, 
however, we are republishing 
most of the information here. 

" For over half a century climbers 
have been attracted by its 
splendid remoteness and 
unmatched rock scenery, its 
800ft. swoop of polished granite 
slabs and steep holdless walls. 
However, it is only in the last 
ten years that routes worthy of 
the crag's sensational appearance 
have been made, and in my view 
these routes provide some of the 
finest climbing in the country" . 

The crag's first route, still 
considered severe, was Castle 
Wall (Raeburn and Goggs, 1907), 
Forty years passed before 
another route was completed. 
Clach Dhain Chimney was the 
result of the third attempt to find 
a way up the complex right 
flank of the central nose. The 
first two attempts ended in 
accidents, one fatal. The route 
was climbed by W. S. Thompson 
and a C.C.P.R. party. Shortly 
afterwards, in 1953, Patey and 
Taylor climbed Sticil Face. This 
heavily vegetated line crosses 
the crag above the great slabs, 
but is nevertheless Hard Severe. 

All these climbs took the flanks 
of the crag, and the steep centre 
section was still unclimbed in 
the mid-fifties. In 1956, J. Hay, 
a leading Aberdeen climber, 
attempted the direct line. 
However, he and his companion 
Adams were immediately forced 
to the right. They finished their 
climb, Pastern (Hard Severe), 
close to Thompson's line. A year 
later, Grassick, Lillie and Nicol, 
attempting a direct route, could 
do little more than straighten out 
Hay's line. 

The breakthrough came in 1958, 
when Ronnie Sellars, another 
gifted Aberdonian, and G. Annand 
forced a direct line - The Citadel 
(Very Severe). They followed a 
groove system on the right of 
the slabs, and then climbed 
cracks on the left flank of the 
final nose. This route has still 
only had five ascents (1968) . 

In 1961, the newly published 
S.M.C. guide to the Cairngorms 
contained some extravagant, and 
perhaps deliberately provocative, 
comments about the impossi
bility of the remaining rock. In 
1962, Robin Smith and Dave 
Agnew proved the guidebook 
wrong by climbing The Needle, 
taking up the obvious direct 
challenge of the nose which 
Sellars and Grassick had 

Jorg Lehne killed on Grandes Jorasses 

Shelter Stone Crag. Routes: 1. Raeburn's Buttress, S. 2. Sticil Face, S . 
3 . Thor, V.S. and artificial. 4. The Pin, V.S. 5 . The Citadel, V.S . 
6. Steeple, V.S. 7. The Needle, V.S . 8 . Pastern, S . 
9. Clach Dhian Chimney, S . 

Photo: James Renny. 

avoided. The route is 870ft. long, 
and contains at least five long 
V.S. pitches and two cruxes. On 
clean rock throughout, "it ranks 
with the great contemporary 
routes of Glencoe and Ben 
Nevis". 

In 1968, three more routes in the 
same class were discovered. The 
most impressive is Steeple 
(Spence, Watson and Porteous, 
from Edinburgh), which takes a 
completely free line between 
The Citadel and The Needle. The 
other two, Thor (Rennie and 
Strange) and The Pin (Carrington 
and Gardner, from Glasgow) take 
the 'manifestly impossible' slabs, 
the former with large amounts of 
aid; the latter - despite its 
name - is almost totally free, a 
remarkable achievement. 

"In 1969, with four long and 
sustained routes in the highest 
class, and much unvisited rock, 
the Shelter Stone Crag need not 
be ashamed of its vegetation." 
Excerpts from Renny's article by 
courtesy of the S .M.C. Journal. 

It is important to note that in 
Scotland Very Severe is an all
embracing grade. The Needle, 
Thor, The Pin and Steeple would 
all receive higher grades in the 
English and Welsh systems. 

STOP PRESS 

Jorg Lehne killed. 
Lehne, one of the leading 
German climbers died after a 
stonefall at the bottom of the 
Walker Spur. His companion, Karl 
Golikow, was seriously injured. 

New route on Eckpfeiler. 
Two Polish climbers spent six 
days on the steep pillar of rock 
to the left of the Bonatti/Gobbi 
route, to complete this climb. 

Messner soloes Droites, 
N. Face. 
Considered one of the most 
difficult ice climbs in the 
Mt. Blanc massif. Rheinhold 
Messner·s time was 8½ hrs, 
previous best-3 days. 

3rd British ascent of the 
Eiger. 
By Ray Colledge and J. Fullalove 
(Daniel Boone) in August. The 
pair had previously climbed the 
Walker Spur and The Pear on the 
Brenva Face. 

Chris Jones climbs Salath6 
Wall. 
Jones, with American Gary 
Colliver, made the first British 
ascent in June. 



Taking 
the old bag 
climbing? 

Above we show the Millett sack, the best 
available for hauling on serious routes. 

You can see this, and everything else for 
artificial climbing anywhere - from Romsdal 
right up to Strone Ulladale - at Pindisports 
now. 

Also: an exhibition of photographs of recent 
climbing in Norway! 
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Mountain Shop 14 HO LBQ RN, E. C.1. 01 - 242 3278 

CLIMBING DEPARTMENTS AT 

1098 WHITGIFT CENTRE, CROYDON 
373 UXBRIDGE ROAD, ACTON, W.3. 

Himalayan 
Treks 1970 

The interest aroused by our Trekking Tour to Everest Base Camp 1969 
has prompted us to repeat the arrangements in 1970. 
On this occasion there will be two groups. One to Everest. The other to 
Annapurna. 

Each group must be limited to 25 and consequently anyone interested 
in participating should apply for provisional membership without delay. 

Both groups will travel to and from Delhi in Boeing Jets of Air India. 
Arrangements include all necessary comfortable accommodation, a sight
seeing programme in Katmandu, (an optional sightseeing excursion in 
India). The trek arrangements from Katmandu to Everest or Annapurna and 
back will be in a similar style to that of any full scale expedition with 
Porters and Sherpa Guides and first class camping equipment. 

T~e cost of both tours will be approximately £510 from London back 
to London. Members will only be required to provide their own special 
clothing as all equipment is provided. 

Everest 
LEADER: Dennis D. Gray 

Whilst this Trek does not require any special agility or mountaineering 
ability it does demand that the participants be in first class physical 
condition and be able to stand altitudes up to 18,000ft. A medical 
certificate to this effect will be required with each firm application for 
membership. 

The route rises and falls between 9,000 and 12,000ft. and the daily 
marches will be about 6 hours. Age is no bar to participation provided the 
member is physically fit with good experience of mountain trekking. 

Further details will be supplied on preliminary registration. 

Annapurna 
LEAD ER: Eric Shipton 

The 20-day Annapurna Trek will not exceed altitudes of 1 0,000ft. 
(although it may be possible to go to higher points if time permits) . 
Consequently the physical demands are not so great as for Everest but 
members must still be in first class health and have mountain walking 
experience. 

Scenically this trek is quite splendid with almost constant views of the 
Annapurna and Dhaulagiri Ranges and the Machapuchare Peak. Because 
of its close proximity to the Tibetan border of China some of this area is 
closed to foreign visitors but the trek will be routed into the most interesting 
country, possibly as far as the Mukhtinath Temples, a famous area for 
Hindu and Buddhist pilgrimages. 

DATE OF DEPARTURE 

Both groups leave London together on Thursday October 29 1970 and 
arrive back on Thursday December 3. 

TO REGISTER PROV IS IONALL Y 

Please write at once stating which Trek you wish to join . 

Address your letter to:-

M r H. J. GRANT 
MANAGER, SPECIAL PROMOTIONS 
THOS COOK & SON LTD 
45 BERKELEY STREET 
LONDON W1A1 EB 
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A modern appraisal by T.I.M. Lewis 

Edward Whymper is remembered as the man who climbed 
the Matterhorn . The Matterhorn is remembered as the 
mountain whose first ascent cost four lives. His connection 
with the Matterhorn has given Whymper a notoriety he 
does not deserve. Far from being just another Victorian 
mountaineer - who had the effrontery to criticize his 
guides' behaviour after a fatal accident and was rebuked for 
it - Whymper was an individualist. He only climbed in the 
Alps for five years. Unlike his contemporaries Leslie Stephen 
and T. S. Kennedy, he did not do many new peaks, but 
just a few hard ones. He did not believe in the superior 
climbing ability of guides, but he did believe in their 
superior strength of arm and leg. He did not capitalize on 
his Matterhorn notoriety, as his accusers state. On the 
contrary, he gave up climbing after the Matterhorn 
accident - and the greatest sacrifice a climber can make is 
to give up the sport that he loves and probably psycho 
logically needs. In short, Whymper was as different from 
his contemporaries - in character, not in ability - as the 
average British climber is nowadays from the continental 
experts. Hiebeler, Harlin, Haston, and winter north-wailers 
in general, have an urge to climb which is almost incom
prehensible to the average climber : Whymper's urge to 
climb the Matterhorn, the Eiger of the 1860's, was 
incomprehensible to the Leslie Stephens and Coolidges of 
Victorian England . They disdained challenge ; Whymper 
accepted it. 
Whymper entered the sport through his trade as a wood 
engraver, when he was required to illustrate a book on the 
French Alps. Aside from a boyhood prank on Beachy 
Head - " since when I have never so nearly broken my 
neck" - he did not think in terms of climbing, but of 
exploring the Arctic and Greenland. In 1860, at the age of 
twenty, he went to the Alps as an engraver for his father's 
firm . Inspired by the views and companions available there, 
he returned the next year to make an early ascent of Mont 
Pelvoux - possibly the second ascent, and a very impressive 
first climb. He then went to Zermatt and made an attempt 
on the mountain that was to make his reputation and break 
his career: the Matterhorn. His limited success (he got 
higher than any previous attempt) encouraged him to return 
the next year. Again he tried the Matterhorn, but his 
beginner's luck had worn off and he nearly lost his life 
while attempting the mountain alone. The next year he 
gained nothing but experience. By his fourth year of Alpine 
climbing, 1864, he had learnt that there is no substitute for 
good companions. He took four with him {Whymper never 
did anything by halves) : two of the leading British climbers, 
Horace Walker (of Grandes Jorasses fame) and Adolphus 
W. Moore (of Old Brenva fame), and two of the best guides 
in the Alps, Michel Croz of Chamonix and Christian Almer 
of Grindelwald. In ten days, with these four, he climbed two 
new passes over 11 ,000ft. in height (the Breche de la Meije 
and the Col de Pilatte) , and conquered the highest 
mountain in the Dauphine - the Barre des Ecrins. The party 
not only climbed this mountain, but traversed it as well : 
up the east ridge, after 3,000ft. of hard mixed climbing, and 
down the west ridge - all this from a bivouac. The total 
length of the climbing day was 21 hours ; the distance 
covered was thirteen miles, with 5,000ft. of ascent and 
6,000ft. of descent. Whymper t hen walked over to 
Chamonix and joined Croz and an English friend, Charles 
Adams-Reilly. Within ten days, while assisting Adams- Reilly 
opposite page 
Wh ymper's tent, stormbound, bel ow the Great Tower, during an early 
attempt on the Italian ridge of the M atterhorn. Wh ymper was l ater 
criticized for the exaggerations in h is mountain illustrations, but 
etchings such as th is reveal ed the scale and atmosphere of the 
mountains to a more profound degree than man y modern photographs. 

in mapping the area for the Alpine Club, he climbed two 
new passes and three new peaks, and walked round Mont 
Blanc (ascent 100,000ft., descent 98,000ft. , distance 
covered eighty-six miles) . Not content with all this, Whymper, 
Croz, Adams- Reilly, A. W . Moore and Almer went to 
Zermatt by a new " shorter route" over the 12,444ft. 
Morning Pass. " Icy, steep and unjustifiably dangerous", 
says the modern guide book. Fortunately for Whymper's 
companions, one feels, his father died, and Whymper went 
home to attend to family affairs. The following year, 1865, 
saw him make another six first ascents with Croz and Almer. 
Two of these were of the second and third highest mountains 
in the Mont Blanc massif: the Grandes Jorasses and the 
Aiguille Verte. He climbed the Jorasses to see if the Verte 
were possible! Another route was on the Dent Blanche, 
reputedly one of the hardest mountains in the Alps ; he 
climbed it by a new way - more difficult than that of the 
first ascensionists. But by far his most famous ascent was 
the Matterhorn, climbed on the 14th of July 1865. Mark 
Twain said after this climb: "mountaineers are men who 
climb mountains: those who return are called survivors". 
Seven assorted men comprised the party when it left 
Zermatt. Three antagonized members returned, after the 
deaths of Croz, Charles Hudson, Douglas Hadow and Lord 
Francis Douglas on the descent. The confusion that led to 
the use of the weak, old rope which caused the fatalities 
is only equalled by the confusion that has followed. After 
the event, many British pundits and some continental 
writers upbraided Whymper either for causing the accident 
of for failing to back up his guides afterwards. I think that it 
has been shown that Whymper was not to blame for the 
use of the weak rope. As to backing up his guides, Lionel 
Terray has written : "it is the first responsibility of the Alpine 
guide to ensure the safe conduct of his client on the 
mountain and his safe return." The Taugwalders and/or 
Croz did not do this, and Whymper was quick to point out 
that, contrary to the common belief of British Alpinists, 
guides were not particularly skilled in the techniques of 
climbing . This heretical viewpoint was seized upon and 
twisted into a condemnation of guides as human beings. 
With the possible exception of the Taugwalders, Whymper 
had a high opinion of guides as human beings. He disliked 
the Taugwalders because he suspected, rightly or wrongly, 
that they were in some way to blame for the deaths. 
The incident on the Matterhorn put an end to Whymper's 
five-year 'blitzkrieg ' on unclimbed mountains. With his 
conquest of the Eiger of the day, the pleasure had gone out 
of the sport for him ; but it had also fled with the manner 
in which the conquest was achieved. The deaths and 
recriminations confirmed him in his individualistic belief that 
he alone was a fit climbing companion for himself. 
Subsequently he fulfilled his ambition to explore Greenland. 
In 1867 and 1872, he went alone to the giant interior 
glacier. In 1888, he went with his old rivals, the Carrel 
brothers of Breuil , to the Andes. A flash of his old form 
returned : he climbed Chimborazu (20,545ft), and spent 
two nights on the summit of Cotopaxi (19,613ft) in order to 
assess the effects of rarified air on human beings. In 1906 
he married . His engraving business was dead, killed by the 
photographic illustration of books ; he and his wife emigrated 
to Chamonix where he edited and revised his guides to 
Mont Blanc and the Zermatt area . He died in Chamonix in 
1911 and is buried there. 

The bald recitation of Whymper's achievements in his 
meteoric five -year career does not sound very impressive 
to the modern reader who is used to the achievments of 
Buhl and Bonatti. To climb with Whymper one needed, 
it appears, to be immensely strong. A day on the hills with 
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I I A. W. Moore I £ . S. Kennedy 
Sir Leslie Stephen (behind) 

I Prof J. Tyndale Peter Taugwalder 

Members of the Alpine Club with their Guides in Zermatt, during the 1864 season. 

Whymper began at two or three in the morning and ended, 
with luck, about fifteen hours later. It involved anything 
from four to forty miles of walking, anything up to ten 
thousand feet of ascent, and quite a bit of hard work as 
well ! The qualities which drive a man to this sort of 
physical effort are mostly lacking nowadays: climbers as a 
group regard them as proof of insanity or dire necessity 
rather than of virility and manhood. Whymper's own motives 
were dual. In the first place he had no option but to cover 
the ground if he wished to climb the mountains - but he 
made a virtue out of necessity. In the preface to Climbs and 
Scrambles, he quotes that well-known mountaineer Livy: 
'Toil and pleasure, in their nature's opposite 
Are yet linked together in a kind of necessary connection ." 
A strong element in Whymper's motivation was the control 
of his mind over his body. Others of his era - Leslie Stephen, 
A. W. Moore, Professor Tyndall, Adams- Reilly, for example -
claimed aesthetic reasons for climbing : it brought beauty 
and excitement into their otherwise dull lives. They enjoyed 
climbing, and were good at it, but they were in the main 
line of gentlemanly Alpine Club climbers. Leslie Stephen 
said of one climber who had criticized a guide: "he was as 
much at random as a Frenchman criticizing a cricketer." In 
the tradition of British climbing, guides were sacred. To 
Whymper's fresh eye, they appeared in their true perspective : 
mere peasant chamois hunters who, because they were 
stronger and fitter than the amateurs they led, were willing 
to go up mountains for extra money. For Leslie Stephen, 
guides were generals; for Whymper, they were sergeants. 
In this opinion Whymper was out of line with the British 
'Alpine Club' tradition. Added to the fact that Whymper was 
socially of a lower origin than other leading members of the 
Alpine Club, this accounted for their biased dislike of him. 
Their attitude smoulders on in the fact that Claude Schuster, 
Arnold Lunn and Graham Brown - the Alpine Club 
historians - mention him briefly or not at all when writing 
of this era. 
A middle-class wood engraver's son was outside the social 
pale of the Victorian Alpine Club. If there was ever any 
possibility of accepting Whymper as a 'good fellow,' then 
his attitude to climbs clinched the deal against him. 
Whymper did not climb mountains because they were lovely; 
he climbed them because they challenged him. He added 
up the possibilities that go into an alpine ascent - angle of 
the face, snow conditions, natural lines, etc. - and came to 
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a rational opinion . He than backed up his opinion with 
his ability. The mountain he most wanted to climb was the 
Matterhorn, not because of its awesome beauty, but in spite 
of it. The mountain attracted the other Victorians because it 
looked impressive; they tried it and found it hard - so they 
pronounced it impossible. In an age which could still believe 
in the possibility of impossibility where mountains were 
concerned it was this challenge that attracted Whymper, 
not the look of the thing. Alone with the Carrel brothers, 
Whymper was certain that the Matterhorn could be climbed. 

If there is any doubt as to the difference between Whymper 
and the rest of the Victorian mountaineers, the observations 
in Climbs and Scrambles amongst the Alps make clear how 
great the difference was. "Indescribably beautiful views" are 
not featured on every page, and there are no romantic 
guides who climb like supermen and eat like horses. His 
mountains are prosaic and vicious; they look down on all. 
The illustrations, with their exaggerated style, reinforce the 
impression that Whymper's feeling towards the mountains 
he climbed was not romantic attachment but respect and 
fear. The book is full of technical digressions which show 
how much Whymper studied the Alps: details of the Mont 
Cenis tunnel, the first rack railway in the Alps, glaciation 
erosion in the valleys, the transformation of neve snow into 
glacier ice, the effects of snow and ice on erosion of the 
great peaks. There is realism in his description of conditions 
obtaining in the Alps in 1860: no idealized hotels for 
Whymper, but flea-ridden, vile and smelly chalets inhabited 
by illiterate, cretinous and smelly peasants who would do 
anything to get their hands on the tourists' money. Above 
all, there is realism in his analysis of the mountains he 
climbed. The Matterhorn looked steep from the Zermatt 
side, but he saw snow lying on the East Face. The Walker 
brothers had been a long way up it, and had found no great 
difficulty. Snow, according to Whymper, does not lie at 
angles greater than 55°. Therefore the North-East ridge 
could not be steep. (Incidentally, the belief that snow does 
not lie at more than 55°, and that snow constitutes an easy 
way up a mountain, led him to climb the Whymper Couloir, 
on the Aiguille Verte, and a dozen or so new passes. It is a 
fact, but 55° snow is as steep, frightening and unstable as 
perpendicular limestone. This is why many of Whymper's 
first ascents are still considered as serious, sometimes 
desperate, climbs). Whymper's method - that of backing 
practical opinions with prowess and physical effort - is that 



right 
A remarkable and little known etching by Whymper of a snow couloir. 
Whymper's rational approach to climbing mountains led him to 
believe couloirs to be the easiest and quickest routes of ascent. 
Following this theory, he completed some extremely difficult snow and 
ice climbs such as The Moming Pass, Col Dolent, and the celebrated 
and dangerous Whymper Couloir on the Aiguille Verte . 

of the great modern alpine climbers. It made Whymper a 
rebel in his own time. 

The more one looks at Whymper's climbs, the more one 
appreciates the incomparable greatness of his achievements
not just then, but now, Whymper knew what he was 
attempting; his knowledge of the Alps was immense, but his 
technique was that of the age. Some of his ideas seem very 
modern - for instance his belief in soloing on hard ice 
pitches or in areas subject to stonefall, so that no one 
member of the party would drag the others off if he fell -
but in the main his techniques appear pathetically ancient. 
His equipment for climbing ice slopes was really crude: 
an ice axe like a pick axe, and nails instead of crampons. 
His ropes and protection techniques were both very weak. 
This all underlines the great effort involved in getting up a 
mountain a century ago - more so in Whymper's case 
because he detested mules and walked everywhere, 
covering two or three times the ground that a modern 
mountineer dreams of covering. 

Edward Whymper was 'outside his time': a classless climber 
in a snobbish age, a man who believed in accepting 
challenges from mountains. Above all, he was a man who 
overcame the notion of "the possibility of impossibility" 
by treating mountains on their own merits and not on their 
established reputations. The main difference between 
climbing in the Alps now and climbing then is in the degree 
of mental, as opposed to physical, stress involved. The 
concentration required for hard rock or ice climbing was 
unknown to Whymper. But he shared with modern 
climbers the stress incurred by taking steps into unknown 
territory - the fear of death. He overcame that better than 
his equally capable contemporaries because they did not 
rationalize to the extent that he did. For them, climbing was 
still a mystique; for Whymper, it was a pleasurable science. 

The Alpine Club historians have been hard on a man who 
was harder than themselves. Whymper was different from, 
and resented by, his contemporaries. Were he alive today, 
the socially more open world of climbing would accept him 
better than they did. Today, we would understand his urge 
to climb the hardest available mountain. A man who climbed 
three new peaks, two new passes and walked round Mont 
Blanc in the space of ten days would not be long discour
aged by the technical difficulties of the Eiger North Face 
or the Walker Spur (average angle 50° !). Edward Whymper 
had the bad luck to be born a hundred years too early. In 
the less closed society of today, his strength and endurance, 
and his ability to think for himself would have been 
assets - not reasons for damning him for all posterity. 
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HAM 
A fierce Cheshire outcrop described and illustrated by Leo Dickinson 

So it's not Camelot. Perhaps it doesn't even compare with 
Harrison's. More than a dozen people are rare, except in 
summer. But it's different and unique. You can solo 
anything, if you can climb it at all ; you can fall off anything 
with impunity, unless you 're unlucky ; you can do anything 
in three hours, if you 're fit and can conserve energy. It's not 
a substitute for Helsby, less than a mile away : it's a 
practical alternative. 

Frodsham techniques contrast strongly with those of 
Helsby. The majority of routes climb roofs, where a foot that, 
parts company with the rock is generally followed by the 
rest of the body. Climbers frequently top-rope the longer 
routes (none more than 30ft.) for the first few attempts, but 
after this it's up to the individual. On the shorter routes, a 
fall or a jump are of little consequence : you get a sandy 
landing, or, if you trip, a journey through the 
rhododendron bushes. 

There are a few routes and problems which aren 't included 
in the guide book. Some have been done before, others 
have not. 

On the first buttress, there are Banner's route and Boysen's 
route, (Photo: right top) and Hoopla: all three are hard and 
very good . Also, there is a jug on the left of Hoopla. 
Reaching this is hard enough ; getting beyond it to the 
top .. . . well try it . 

Next is the Neb Buttress - so covered with holds that 
routes are really a matter of personal preference. 

On the left-hand side of the Changing Room Buttress is an 
awkward bulge split by a crack. Its solution depends on 
vital statistics - it's relatively easy for women, provided they 
can manoeuvre themselves into the correct position. Left of 
this is a very steep wall. There are two routes. The first 
starts in the centre and goes straight up via a hidden two
finger hold . The left - hand route climbs the arete to the roof 
and is followed by a very technical mantleshelf. Both are 
about 5b (Helsby standard), and should only be attempted 
when dry. 

Next comes the long buttress, where Pullover (5a) 
and Jimmy's Crack (5c) are fabulous routes. One recent 
innovation climbs across the wall of Pullover, in the opposite 
direction. It starts on the extreme left -hand end, under the 
arete of Pullover. A hard move on to the wall is followed by 
a right-ward traverse past a suspicious block to the top. It's 
comparable with Pullover, and we call it Sweater. 

Crew's Arete (Photo opposite) on the Cave Buttress is one 
of the best routes at Frodsham. It demands interesting 
footwork and strong fingers. Three other routes here are 
worthy of mention. The first goes up the wall from under the 
overhang of Crew's Arete. Despite the large holds, this can 
be very strenuous if one is tired . The second climbs the wall 
right of Crew's Arete, on small pocket holds. The last route, 
a traverse below the huge unclimbed roof, starts at the 
right-hand end of the buttress. Halfway along, the hand 
traverse becomes a finger traverse. Good footwork helps 
considerably in easing the strain . 

Cinema Screen Buttress has an unled route up the central 
wall and overhang, but this has changed considerably in 
the last few years. On the right of the main wall , an arete 
route (5a) calls for good balance and goes straight to the 
top. The traverse of Cinema Screen should start at the 
extreme right. Step up and traverse left to the last climb. 

A tricky move left, round the arete, makes progress on to the 
main face possible. Here, the hand traverse mentioned in the 
old guide can be reversed to reach the tree. Left of the main 
face is a very interesting step-up -cum -mantleshelf. A large 
block came off this a year ago, altering the initial route. If it 
is green, wet, or you are short, try a rebound movement in 
a general upward direction . 

The next buttress is Frodsham 's biggest. There appears to be 
nothing new here except that Great Wall (5c) , left 
of Iron Dish Wall , is only 5a . It is slightly loose, and makes 
a bold lead as the top is nearly always green. Frodsham 
Crack and Iron Dish Wall are both well worth doing. An 
excellent top-rope can be arranged for the latter on the tree 
next to it, making an amusing spectacle if the climber 
disagrees with the rock. 

Holds on the not-led -without-aid route, on the left of the 
buttress, have broken off so much that .... It's been said 
before. 

Lastly, one of the best, St. Stephen's Buttress. This has 
seven routes. Long Lurch (lower photo, below) is excellent, 
as is a similar route to the right. The lip of the overhang is 
reached by a stretch slightly longer than that of Long Lurch, 
and the crux follows. On the left-hand side of the buttress is 
an overhanging wall with an interesting finish. A broken 
hold has made this harder. Twenty feet to the left is a small 
square piece of rock with technical problems left to the 
individual. The hardest is up the arete. Finally, two more 
good routes right of the main face: one goes up the pocket
holed wall, the other up the crack on the right . This is easy, 
if done correctly, although there are no obvious holds on it. 

So that's Frodsham, where routes can be longer than they 
are high, where a fifth hold attained on a six-hold route can 
make someone's day, and where your feet are as often 
above your head as they are below. 
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The Big Scoop 
by Doug Scott 

There was something wrong with the route. We both felt it. 
After a half-hearted attempt, we descended, depegging the 
ramp on the left side of Strone Ulladale. It was not so much 
the lack of gear or the great lean of the face that was 
wrong, but rather the line itself. Jeff agreed that we 
should have been going up the centre of the scoop, where 
all the branch lines joined from left to right, to make it the 
aesthetic line - the line to which our eyes had been 
naturally drawn. So we planned to return at Whitsun, 
richer for our short Easter experience. 

We just had to be first up the nose, but competition was 
obviously going to be keen. As we returned on the boat with 
the Scottish lads who had also been poking about at the 
base of the Strone, Grieve whispered darkly: 
"Just what 'Big H' has been waiting to get his teeth into." 
"Who the hell's 'Big H' ?" we asked . 
"Hamish Macinnes," replied Grieve, "and he's coming up 
again in a few weeks with Clough." 
That would be with 'Little I', we reasoned . "What pegging 
has 'Big H' done then?" we asked curiously. 
"Well, there's the Bonatti Pillar," answered Grieve. 
"Oh! but you don't have to put any pegs in," we reminded 
him. "In fact, it's a good place to take some out." 
"Anyway, they have the right attitude to big problems -
they'll do it," concluded Grieve. 

We went into a huddle, more determined than ever to get 
up first. We studied the summer timetable, and planned to 
arrive a few days before Whit. That way, we'd beat the 
school teachers and students. There wasn't much we 
could do about the Glencoe Guides. 

Week by week we heard of the growing number of parties 
interested in the Strone. Seeking comfort in an orgy of 
peg-buying at Denny Moorhouse's workshops near 
Llanberis, we were startled to find that a Sheffield team had 
ordered a large consignment of gear direct from Harris. We 
speculated that it might be Paul Nunn - he can go some 
on pegs - or Dearman out of retirement, or perhaps Jack 
Street. As it turned out, it was no-one we knew. That 
night, we met John Hartley in the Padarn Hotel; he 
promised us the few specialized Hitens pegs he had 
left after sending a large order mysteriously to Glencoe. 

Ken Wilson was to be our chauffeur to the Strone. He kept 
us informed from the Mountain information desk, dropping 
names like some people drop pegs - Boysen, Crew, and 
worse, J. B. himself, were mentioned. Our spirits dropped 
to an all-time low when Tiso reported to Ken that the 
Edinburgh Squirrels were up on Harris - probably micro
lining the crags, we thought grimly. 

A few days before Whitsun, we arrived at the power station 
dam. Following a dainty path cut by rough gillies for their 
absentee Laird, we contoured round two lakes on the 
watershed, and stumbled down into lonely Glen Ulladale. 
The wind from the Minch urged us on to the lochan below 
Strone Ulladale. Gradually the cliffs came into view: the 
long right walls, where Brian Evans had pioneered rambling 
routes across the terraces, and where Reeves and Grieve had 
made their attempt. A line of step overhangs on the West 
Face stood out a mile as a promising line, and now, as we 
came nearer, the nose itself could be seen in profile - jutting 
out, black, 800ft. of rock high above the blue waters of the 

Opposite page 
Strone Ulladale, 800ft. of overhanging gneiss dominating the lonely 
Glen Ulladale in Harris. The West face catches the sun, but the 
forbidding North-West Face - The Scoop - lies in the shadows on the 
left of the cliff. Photo: Ken Wilson. 

lochan. Beyond the Strone, the moorland and water stretch 
across the island with no sign of man, for this is a wild and 
hostile place in which to eke out a living. The glaciers and 
ice sheets have not long departed; the striated volcanic rock, 
bleached white by the rain and sun, is only just being 
reinvaded by vegetation. 

We staggered under the weight of chrome-moly across to 
our previous camp-site, confident, despite all earlier 
misgivings, that we had the place to ourselves. Our peace 
of mind was rudely shattered by sudden shrieks and whoops 
from high up on the hill. Three wild Scots descended, 
obviously happy and triumphant. 
"Oh Christ! we're too late," I thought, as we approached 
the first hairy man sweating under a heavy climbing sack. 
But we had become so obsessed with the nose that we had 
forgotten all about the plums to be picked to the right. In 
fact, Fergus Mitchell told us that he had been helping 
Kenny Spence and John Porteous to put up a first-class 
route just right of the nose. It had taken a day to 
reconnoitre, and two more to climb. The others joined us, 
and we proceeded to pump them for information with 
ruthless abandon. 

They told us about the Sheffield lads who had attempted 
a route round the step overhangs further along the crag. 
They also pointed out the Macinnes-Clough attempt, and 
another probe by the Sheffield lads on the nose itself. Just 
to keep us on our toes, Porteous informed us that Brian 
Robertson, fresh from Yosemite and complete with a new 
Bat Tent, was steaming up with Rick Sylvester in tow, but 
his presence did not materialize. 

So the nose - the North West Face - remained virgin. We 
relaxed, but decided to make a start the following day. 

We trudged up from our camp-site, carrying all that's best 
in modern pegging gear. Passing the bivvy where the 
Edinburgh Squirrels had gone to earth, we reached the 
slabs below the nose. 

The nose is really a huge scoop; we silently worked out a 
way through the complex of leaning walls and square-cut 
overhangs that make up this enormous depression. 

We scrambled up the slabs below this formidable piece of 
rock with fear and anxiety, for whilst we were at home on 
vertical rock, leaning walls and overhangs tended to scare 
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The Big Scoop 

us on sight. We had been on most of the popular Pennine 
overhangs, and had put up a few routes of this type 
ourselves. Yet, despite this and a first ascent on a 100ft. 
roof at Anglesey, we were never really comfortable under 
them. We should have made the adjustment to the inverted 
horizontal as we had done to the vertical. It is actually so 
safe with all the pegs between the leader and the second 
and the deck. What with chrome-moly pegs, clog-alloy 
wire slings, Davek harness, Hitens and bolts, to be as 
frightened as we were each time was quite irrational. By the 
time we had hammered our way up the scoop before us, 
we hoped to be better adjusted, through familiarity with the 
situations involved. 

There were many unknown factors to be considered. It is 
this not knowing that makes first ascents so much harder 
than subsequent ones. For instance, we could not see 
where to belay or bivouac, for the crag went out over our 
heads until the final overhangs were 150ft. out from the 
start. Apart from the lack of ledges, large blank spaces in 
the upper sections had us worried. The contorted, yet 
compact, gneiss in the lower reaches appeared decidedly 
anti-peg. Most of all we were anxious lest the final roof 
that capped our line should prove impassable. 

So, apart from being personally curious as to our reactions, 
we just had to know the little secrets our chosen line held 
in store. At first, you don't really know why you do it; it 
just takes hold of you when the time is ripe. Then you find 
yourself going along hopefully, mind programmed, driven 
by an overwhelming curiosity. It helps if there are various 
other factors to keep you on course: the promise of fame 
and of making some money, or the nobler factor of not 
wanting to let down the rest of the team. 

Anyway, we had Ken Wilson at the foot of the crag, 
capturing all on film, and mumbling about advertising 
possibilities, newspaper articles and television spectaculars. 
Then there was the team: Guy Lee, Mick Terry, Jeff Upton 
and myself, who had all worked off steam together in the 
Hindu Kush and in Kurdestan. We have been cragging 
together over the last few years, of course. Nothing goes 
unnoticed amongst us, and shouting the odds is the rule. 
"Scaredy cat", shouted up from below, and you're off up 
a bit further. Much better to have each other's respect than 
that of a whole host of Mountain readers ! 

Nevertheless, we thought that as the route was obviously 
going to be in the limelight we had better do it properly. 
Sieging was 'not on', so we planned to bivouac in ham
mocks. We thought, however, that we might descend 
after the first pitch to take stock of the pegging and the 
progress made, just as a starter! As we were about to play 
the Leaning Wall game for the first time, this would perhaps 
be permissible. 

With Wilson complaining about P.A.'s and dark clothing 
being unsuitable for his photographs, we started. Jeff paid 
out, as I stuck pegs in loose rock and pulled over the first of 
many overhangs. I was troubled to find a peg in situ, but 
used it to reach a flake 8ft. up right. I put on a sling and 
rested, but had to reorganize as the flake began to pull 
away from the wall. The Scottish lads arrived then, rested 
from their ordeal. 'That's where the Sheffield lad fell off", 
was their cheery comment. 

Badly adjusted to the loose and bulging rock as I was, it 
needed the critics below to prevent a retreat. A H iten, 
followed by a big block Clog driven up to the hilt, gave 
some confidence - enough to free climb right, with tension 
from a rurp, to shattered cracks. With a bong and a thrutch, 
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Top: 2nd day. Upton, already settled in his hammock, belays Scott who 
has climbed up to take this photo. Scott slept on the ledge underneath 
the hammock. 

Bottom left: 4th day. Upton on the pendulum move to reach the second 
big ledge. Photos: Scott. 

Bottom right: 2nd day. Prusiking up the fixed ropes to regain the route 
above the first pitch. Photo: Ken Wilson. 

a broken-down ledge supported my body. The grass is 
always greener around the next corner, but, after a few 
abortive moves up left and right, no better ledge could be 
found. With both ropes tied off, Jeff prusiked up the 9mm. 
and had a dabble at the loose flakes on our right, but we 
called it a day as they were wobbly loose. We were now 
under our proposed line, having overcome the contorted 
rock problem of the start in four hours of pegging. We 
abseiled down 130ft. free, to the deck, thankful for the 
comfort of the Dawek harness and Denny's outsize Figure 
of Eight device. Guy and Mick had now arrived, after some 
strenuous hitch-hiking, and so we were ready for a big 
push the following day. 

Jeff paid out the rope from the ledge, as I fiddled with 
chocks behind 15ft. flakes which were loose. This part of 
the great lean was brittle loose; it was not wise to loop 
the blocks and flakes with slings in case they toppled off. 
Tension from chocks and wire slings enabled the looser 
flakes to be trundled and a corner to be gained. The eye 
no longer scanned the swollen bulges in all directions, but 
found comfort concentrating on the two walls ahead. For 
20ft., it was knife blades and rurps, with only the tips 
biting. Anxiety began to gnaw at my innards: if the top 
one gave way to my 13½ stone, the whole line of pegs 
might rip out. But before the grip had a hold, a pull round 
green hairy rock brought me to a beautiful airy perch - 6ft. 
by 3ft., and flat! Jeff came up in no time at all to share 
this unexpected length of the horizontal. 

I push on up the big lean, pulling on flat brittle flakes 
to chip a horn for a sling in which to stand. Pulling on 
more flakes, which exfoliate, I grab for an edge, jam a 
crack, and reach for another peg. Away now, peg after peg, 
in a rhythm of sorts, over a bulge and up to a roof. The new 
perspective is noted - three sides, not two - and I move out 
under the third on a clog sling, to place a channel. Hacking 
out soil glittering with mica schist ("apt name"), I swing 
out further to a Leeper - tentatively, with breath held and 
sweat streaming - to place a blade deep down in more soil 
on the very edge of the roof. I step up to thump home 
another with dull thuds, and move up again; but the last 
one pulls out on the way, and I become a nervous wreck! 
The loose stuff continues above. This small problem, coupled 
with the exposure, becomes a problem of fearsome 
proportions as the mind fails to accept it. So it's down to 
Jeff in fifteen minutes flat, and a rest on the ledge. 

With two-tier bunking, we had a bivvy; Jeff was on top, 
swinging in a hammock, muttering "a daft place to try out 
new gear." 

We awoke to the eternal winds of Strone Ulladale. Jeff had 
had a good night in a new hammock made specially by 
Pete Hutchinson, and the ledge must have been tailor-made 
for me. We switched on the walkie-talkies to find Radio 
Ulladale was on the air; Mick Terry joined in loud and 
clear with bits from the hits to start the day off on the 
right note. 

Swarming up the tapes and pegs is easy: fifteen minutes to 
the band of muck. The last peg has to be trusted while a 
hold is cut behind a soft concretion. This enables a step up 
beyond the peg; I frantically clutch the gunge, because 
there is nothing else. Jamming a wet dingy hollow gives a 
chance to place a manky peg. I can then reach up to bang 
in the next peg with a ring between two quartz walls. 

More rhythmic pegging, and a nasty black roof is in the 
way; but there's a friendly crack on its left to help turn it. 
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Left: 1st day. Scott nearing the end of the first pitch. Photo: Wilson . 
Centre: 2nd day. Upton belaying Scott on the long and difficult third 
pitch. Photo: Scott. 

Right: 4th day. Scott placing the bolt on the final overhanging section 
of the route . Loose rock dropped from this point was hitting the ground 
over 100ft. from the base of the cliff. Photo: Wilson. 

Swinging over the lip is difficult because the rope is 
dragging, so longer slings have to be fixed after dipping in 
1 Oft. to the corner. 

The next stint repeats itself, with pleasant pegging up a 
corner to a larger roof. As there is no obvious belay ledge, 
it seems better to go on up the roof and try to see round 
and above. A clog banged hard, in fright, up into the roof, 
wedges the roof away slightly and it becomes apparent that 
it is a suspended block. Using clog wires and a bong 
tapped into place, the lip is reached : two surprises are 
waiting. The first is a duplicate ledge, 6ft. by 3ft., just below 
me; the second is that the block is very much detached, for 
it is bounded by a vertical crack with a horizontal crack 
above. Both these cracks will have to be pegged, but that'll 
wedge the block away at every point - a block half the size 
of my old Minivan, and liable to fall across the ropes. The 
idea of using bolts crosses my mind, but the thought of 
being bolted to the thing when it falls isn't very attractive 
either! 

I look down between my body and the rock and see Jeff and 
Mick sitting on the first ledge, legs dangling into space. 
Below them, Guy has almost finished depegging the first 
pitch. I feel very remote, 140ft. away from them and some 
50ft. further out. 

Drained of energy by the nervous tension and diarrhoea - I 
must have been that scared ! - I lower myself off the last 
peg, down a wet slimy wall for 15ft., and pendule out to the 
ledge now hidden round the corner. I scramble hard for a 
hold, but leave in a hurry to try again with more rope. 
After two more attempts, I manage to make a belay. Cramp 
is now knotting up the fingers of both hands, and it seems 
prudent to go down. We all abseil off the first ledge, and so 
compromise our original intentions to keep going. 

We took a day off, while the offending stomach recovered 
from too much dried fruit or something. We also surveyed the 
omnipresent scoop above the camp, working out a route 
above the second ledge. 

Then it's back up to the second ledge by noon. Nervously, I 
peg up the vertical crack to Jeffs abuse: "stop moaning, 
yer all right." I discover he's right, but make sure by missing 
out the horizontal crack bounding the top of the block. 
Reaching 6ft. right from an extended 'cow's tail', I place a 
lost arrow out of sight in another crack. Following this 
crack becomes more difficult until it finally merges into 
blank rock with no crack at all for 6ft. Sky hooks are not 
much use, as it's all overhanging. "Pop in a bolt", shouts 
Jeff. After three attempts, I put one in and see it shatter. 
With cramped hands, cursing poor metal, retreat is 
considered. But the idea's pushed aside, because Mick and 
Guy are coming up the third pitch. That solves one 
problem - the only way off now is over the top. 

A drill is hauled up, and a bolt fixed¼ inch in the hard 
rock. Carefully stretching up from a 'cow's tail' to the next 
crack, my eyes become glued to the bolt; I wonder if 
there are any more flaws in the metal to let me down to a 
delicate little rurp, below which there is only a knife 
blade ... Hacking at the crack at full stretch, I dislodge a 
piece and make room for a bong, placed with two taps. 
No need to tie it off, as it's vertically up, so quickly bang in 
a Hiten where no other peg would go, following it with 
blades and channels, and at last the final vertical wall 
comes into focus. It's over to a belay, and it's over for me! 

Worn, sore hands and sleepy mind take in the rope and 
wonder what she would be like ... Jeffs voice jolts into the 
fantasy and she floats out. Hands should not be as cut up 
as mine. Chouinard says: "a perfect placement is one where 
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The North- West Face of Strone Ulladale with the route marked. The 
photograph is taken looking steeply upwards so the cliff is rather for
shortened. The circles indicate the stances and the scale is shown by the 
climber- at the break in the line-starting the third pitch. The Easter 
attempt reached halfway up the prominent sunlit ramp on the left. 

Photo: Wilson. 

a piton can be inserted with fingers plus one hammer blow 
and hold 4,000 pounds." Perhaps I hit mine too hard too 
many times, but then when they're straight up you don't 
take chances. Anyway, to create something, don't you have 
to sweat? Jeff gets upset about the slack and I grab in some 
more, and soon he's sharing my ledge just as it's dark. But 
it's not really dark, and at the edge of the Northern Lights 
we finish fast because we are pegging for the top. Up a 
brown wet streak over large balancing blocks - we reach 
the easy slopes at midnight. We go down, and Mick and 
Guy sleep out on the top ledge. Next morning they depeg 
the last two pitches. 

Climbing up the iron men isn't everyone's cup of tea, but 
they get you into positions the likes of which free climbers 
will never experience. Whereas the free climber relies on the 
subtle shift of his body weight over his hands and feet, 
peg men have to use their imagination and ingenuity in the 
choice and placing of the pegs. As Chouinard also said of 
artificial climbers, they can move "with the same fluid 
motion as the free climber" when they are totally adjusted 
to the vertical world. 

We have come a little nearer to this adjustment. It was a 
unique experience which no subsequent ascent can offer. 

But don't worry about that, for there is a promising line to 
the right, with the overhang as one big sweep in the bottom 
half. When you do it, you may get a better understanding of 
the fears and fascinations that this type of climbing holds 
for us. 

SUMMARY 
Strone Ulladale, North-West Face Direct (The Scoop) . Island of 
Lewis (Harris) in the Outer Hebrides. 1st ascent, 31st May - 5th June 
1969. D. Scott, J . Upton, G. Lee, M . Terry. Grade A4 560ft., 90 pitons, 
1 bolt. 5 pitches, 30 hours of climbing. 

Route description 
Start. Climb up the slabs at the bottom of the face for 150ft. to an 
earth ledge about 50ft. below a rush platform. 
1. 130ft. (A3) Step down a few feet from the belay and climb up to 
an overhang. Place a peg on the left and pull over the overhang to 
place another peg. Step up and with a sling round a flake on the right 
reach a shallow bay. Now move right, ascending with the aid 
of pegs and difficult free moves in between. Begin to peg directly up 
overhanging rock when under the general line. Reach a ledge of loose 
blocks and belay. 
2. 50ft. (A2) Step up right and surmount loose overhead flakes. Step 
over them with care to reach a shallow corner. Peg up this to a good 
ledge on the left. 
3. 130ft. (A3) Step left from the ledge and ascend loose flakes for a 
few feet to reach a solid corner above. The rock bulges then relents to 
the vertical below a square cut overhang. Surmount this on the left and 
overcome a band of mica schist. Climb loose blocks to a corner of red 
quartz. Climb to a further and bigger block overhang. Again peg out 
under on the left. Continue pegging to the next roof and make a 
spectacular pendule out left to another good belay ledge 5ft. below. 

4. 100ft. (A4) Tension back to the corner and climb back up to the 
roof. Again, turn the block on the left, with chocks and bongs lightly 
used, owing to the apparent detached nature of the block. Peg up to a 
smaller block overhang then reach round horizontally right six feet and 
climb up until the narrow crack peters out. Use a bolt, in situ, and 
place a peg high up on the right. Follow this line over the last overhang 
until one can look up the final pich, now vertical. Reach a sloping slab 
on the right and belay. 
5. 150ft. (A 1 H.V.S.) Climb up right and follow a thin crack up a 
brown wet streak on the wall with pegs and very severe free moves. 
Continue more easily over sloping blocks to the end of the climb. 
Scrambling leads to the top. 

Lecture notice 
The Leaning Wall Game by Doug Scott. In London (Commonwealth 
Institute) Tuesday, November 11th. This deals with Strone Ulladale, Big 
Overhang (Anglesey) and several other major British artificial routes. 





Cresta di Santa Caterina 
by Niki Clough 

When your husband is a mountaineering fanatic, you must 
either resign yourself to being a climbing widow or else try 
to climb with him. I like hills so I go along, even when this 
means attempting things that are uncomfortably difficult for 
a mere woman. 

That summer we were on holiday in the Alps. It was not a 
good season, for the weather was unsettled. We had 
arrived in Zermatt the previous week in pouring rain. Since 
then we had managed to climb one route. We did it at 
night whilst the snow was firm and avalanche free, and 
then raced down to the valley at dawn to beat the threat
ening storm. Frustrated, we ambled aimlessly around the 
holiday village, waiting hopefully for the new weather chart 
to forecast a settled high-pressure zone. 

One morning we looked out to see the sun forcing a weak 
smile through the dispersing clouds. We decided to climb 
on Monte Rosa, one of the biggest peaks of the Alps, 
straddling the Swiss-Italian border. Ian wanted to climb the 
frontier ridge, the Cresta di Santa Caterina. The route was 
mainly on rock with no great difficulties, he assured me. 
The only disadvantage was the long approach to the foot of 
the climb; its remoteness could spell danger in unsettled 
weather. We decided to bivouac at the base of the climb 
and let the weather dictate our movements thereafter. 

We set off the next day about noon, the rail and cable cars 
carrying us up to the Stockhorn terminus. Amidst a hustle 
and bustle of tourists with their binoculars, cameras and 
flasks, we put on glacier cream and goggles, unpacked our 
ice axes, and humped our rucksacs on to our backs. The 
chattering throngs were soon left behind and we tramped 
across silent snows. We plodded over the great glacier 
plateau into the vastnesses of a white wilderness. The sun 
blazed down, and the heat reflected from the snow was 
intense. Our goal was no more than a steep silhouette on 
the skyline, still very far away .. . 

We had to exercise great care in zig-zagging through an 
area of thinly-masked crevasses. In the softening snow, each 
step became a problem. Twice my leg was jammed solid and 
I frantically squirmed and wriggled, only to find myself 
stuck more securely. Ian is never helpful at times like this, 
but curses me for being a woman, declaring that I should 
stay at home if I can't cross an easy snowfield. After 
digging myself out for the second time, I begged for a stop 
and some food . We ate our bread and chicken without a 
word . The mountains seemed far away, even Monte Rosa 
was insignificant, and we were alone in an infinity of soft 
snow-white silence. 

But a chill breeze was creeping over the mountains and we 
had yet to reach the foot of the ridge and find a bivouac 
spot. The snow became harder and the going easier as the 
cold set in. 

Suddenly Ian let out a cry and my heart stopped; but he 
was only pointing to the skyline. I raised my goggles and 
saw, nestling among rocks on the crest of the frontier ridge, 
a tiny, bright orange hut. Our spartan scheme for a bivouac 
in the open was forgotten and we hurried on, invigorated 
by the prospect of a good night's sleep. 

The sun was near the horizon when we reached the 
aluminium bivouac box. As I looked round the compact 
little place, with its blankets and bunks, a feeling of relief 
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Opposite page 
Monte Rosa, the highest mountain in Switzerland, with the summits: 
Nordend on the left and Dufourspitze on the right. The Cresta di Santa 
Caterina is the ridge running in profile on the left, to Nordend. 

Photo: Gerald Lacey. 

Below: Niki Clough, photographed during an attempt on the North Face 
of the Matterhorn . Photo: John Cleare. 

swept over me. Outside, the breeze had become a bitingly 
cold wind. I blessed the Italian guides who had carried 
this haven here. 

We ventured out to watch the sun setting. On one side we 
looked down into the green shadows of the Italian valley, 
and across to the great East Face of Monte Rosa. On the 
other side the Swiss snow-scape was streaked with red and 
gold from the sun 's last rays. 

Ian was hungry, and our gas stove was soon humming 
merrily whilst snow melted in the pot for soup and cof~ee. 
We arranged the gear for a speedy getaway next morning, 
and lay down to sleep. 

We awoke with a start to see daylight filtering through the 
tiny window. We had overslept, and it was now 5.00 a.m. 
Despite our preparations, a further hour elapsed be'.ore we 
were outside tying on rope and crampons. A bubbling, 
foaming mass of cloud filled the valley below us. 

We made a slow, stumbling start across the snow, but 
warmed to a more animated climbing rhythm as our crampon 
points crunched into the ice of a ra_mp leading to the fir_st 
rocks. Despite the pale yellow sunlight, the four steep tiers 
of the rock ridge ahead looked cold and uninviting. I could 
see no way up, but, surprisingly, blank walls turned out to be 
veritable stairways and we were soon attacking the second 
tier. 

This was more difficult and I had trouble in following a 
delicate slab, the type of climbing I usually find easiest. 
I could hardly face Ian when I eventually joined him after 
being pulled up most of the way, but for once he didn't 
shout; he just laughed at the expression of misery on my 
face. 

Two more tiers to go. I felt I'd never make the top, and was 
beginning to wish we could turn back, but now it was as far 
down as up. We were confronted with a wall and only one 
way of climbing it: a rock chimney, my particular dread. 
Even Ian had trouble in getting out above the chimney 
which was choked at the top with loose boulders. I was very 
disheartened. I could see myself staying there for ever. But 
suddenly a wave of energy and enthusiasm swept over me. 
I wasn't gein.9 to be beaten by a thirty-foot chimney. 

I have no technique when climbing this type of problem, 
it's purely push and heave. I struggled up the first part and, 
thinking I'd made it, grasped one of the chockstones, 
remembering too late that they had to be handled 
delicately. There was an awful grinding roar, and a stone 
hurtled down between my legs. I was petrified, my hands 
went into spasm and locked solid. I've had a stroke, I can't 
move, I'm going to die ; the thoughts whirled through my 
head for one panic-stricken moment until I realised that I 
was still jammed in the chimney with the remaining 
boulders above me. Ian encouraged me to force my hands 
back to life, and with a wriggle and a push I was up and 
over. I sobbed with relief. 

When I had recovered, we continued upwards and reached 
the top of the rock ridge without further incident. We sat 
down for a rest, and unpacked the stove to make a drink. 
Soon I was agreeing that it had been a grand climb, 
although my thoughts were secretly drifting towards the big 
steaks and wine we could have back in the valley. 





Doug Scott on Strone Ulladale wearing the Davek Mark 1. Harness. The Mark 2. Davek Harness. 
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Although we had climbed the rock ridge, about a thousand 
feet of easy snow slope still separated us from the summit. 
Here the altitude really began to tell , and it took us two 
hours to reach the top. At last, however, we were there and 
everything before us was downhill. The sea of cloud in 
Italy had slowly lapped up and over the containing wall of 
the frontier, and now the sky was flecked with stray cumulus. 
We had no time to waste ; the weather was breaking . Far 
below we could see two tiny figures heading homewards 
along an easy track through the snow, but before us was a 
huge, heavily-crevassed basin. 

I enjoyed moving quickly and easily down the ridge from the 
summit. We soon reached what appeared to be a way of 
escaping the problems of the snow basin : a steep slope 
which crossed above the crevasses to an easy ridge. At 
first the snow was good and we kicked across on crampon 
points, but then it turned to ice and the angle steepened . 
It would be slow, and neither of us relished the prospect of 
such hard, tedious work so late in the day. We had to turn 
back and find a way through the maze of crazy crevasses 
and ice walls of the basin . The clouds were gathering and 
daylight was running short. The two figures had long since 
disappeared, and in some ways I felt very small and helpless. 
Yet a thrill of adventure now surged through me, bringing 
new life and strength . 

We hadn't gone far when we reached what seemed to be a 
major impasse. The slope ended abruptly at a vertical ice 
wall cutting away below for at least thirty feet. It seemed an 
insuperable problem. There was a large crevasse at the base 
of the wall , partially blocked by snow of uncertain 
stability. We considered jumping, but decided it was too 
risky. At last Ian thought he could see the way out, but it 
meant committing ourselves without being entirely sure. 
It depended on finding a snow bridge to link two crevasses, 
and the critical section was hidden from us. 
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We climbed back up the slope a little way to a weakness in 
the wall of a great yawning lateral crevasse, the place where 
it first opened its jaws. Ian held the rope while I slithered 
down, then jumped down himself. Tense, we hurried along 
the snow-filled bed of the crevasse. There just had to be a 
way out. Despite our anxiety, we couldn't help taking in the 
impressive scenery of this new world ; on every side huge 
ice walls and tottering, skyscraper-like towers glinted 
through a bewildering array of blues, greens and greys. 
Breathless, we reached the corner which had created our 
blind spot, and there it was - our snowbridge to safety. 

Although this was not the end of our problems, further 
obstacles did not delay us unduly. At last we reached the 
well-beaten track of the ordinary route. It was like coming 
on to a motorway after hours of back country lanes. Now, 
our interest and strength flagged together. The rest of the 
descent was tedious in the extreme, a nightmare of tripping 
and falling , wanting to stay stretched out in the snow and 
being bullied and coaxed into trudging on . 

We reached the end of the snowfields when the light was 
almost gone. Zermatt was still many miles away. A few 
drops of rain fell. Suddenly there was a boulder with a 
sheltering overhang and grass below. We huddled together 
while thunder rolled and lightning lit up the surrounding 
mountains. 

Before I dropped into an exhausted sleep, Ian leaned across 
to me. "That was quite a tough training climb," he said. 
" Next we'll tackle . .. . " But my mind drifted away to 
dreams of steaks and wine and nightclubs. 

SUMMARY 

Monte Rosa , Cresta di Santa Caterina. Pennine Alps, Switzerland. 
July 1967. Ian and Niki Clough. Grade D.superior. Pitches of 4,4sup, 
and 5 inf. Col to th e Shoulder 450 metres. Guide: Penn ine Alps, Vol 1. 
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The Professionals Part 2. A Classifield Directory. 
by Tom Patey 

"We do not court publicity, but we 
sure know how to use it ... " (Harlin) 

A professional climber may be defined as one who gains 
financially from participation in the sport of mountaineering. 
This is a general definition, and we have to itemize, 
because~professionals are men of many colours - "Forty 
Shades of Grey", to misquote the song. 

One thing must not be forgetten: professionals have been 
known to climb for pleasure! In my humble, biased opinion, 
the man who sacrifices a sunny day transporting some 
inadequate fellow up a climb (which he, the incompetent, 
selects) deserves every penny he earns. 
One final point: any characters named hereafter are as 
nearly fictitious as we could make them. Any resemblance 
to other climbers is unfortunate. 

1 Instructors and Guides 
There are important differences between the duties of an 
instructor and those of a guide. The function of an instructor 
is to instil sufficient confidence in his clients to enable them 
to qualify for next year's Advanced Course. Anyone with 
initiative, headed notepaper and an illustrated brochure, 
can set himself up as an Instructor. The B.M.C. issues 
'Guides' Certificates', but most clients consult the adverts 
and select their instructor on the strength of his climbing 
reputation. This is regrettable, but inevitable. So far, there 
have been remarkably few accidents. 
The function of a guide is to elevate a specific client by 
unspecified methods to the top of a specific mountain. 
Hence the "special kind of guide-client relationship", which 
was so beloved of Victorian mountaineers that it formed the 
basis of all early British explorations in the Alps. In recent 
years, the 1:lesthetic aspects of guided ascents have been 
questioned. A prize bull which is dragged to market by 
the ring in its nose gets little opportunity to appreciate the 
scenery along the wayside. What can we say about the 
guided gentleman-client? He is roused at 2.00 a.m. to 
the numbing horror of a Traditional Alpine Start, frogmarched 
up and down the Hornli Ridge in the grey half-light of 
dawn, and restored to the hut in time for a late breakfast. 
Because of the commotion, intense cold, physical exhaustion, 
indigestion and insomnia, his recollection of events is 
hazy - to say the least. Retrospectively, he records in his 
guide's 'Fuhrerbuch': "A hard but satisfying day was 
enjoyed by all. Emil, that stouthearted fellow, was in 
cracking form !" 
So much for the Golden Age. Of the two groups, the 
Instructors probably do the least harm. 

2 The Equipment Patron (or Eponymous Nomenclator - ref. 
Oxford English Dictionary) 

This man deserves pride of place in any list of professionals. 
He has discovered the ideal source of wealth . His income 
is earned by lending his name to a pair of boots, a pair of 
long underpants, or a new rucksack. There is only one 
necessary qualification: he must bear an illustrious name. 
(How to acquire this will be discussed in some future issue.) 
An Equipment Patron should be addressed as 'Technical 
Advisor'; if sponsored by one of the better firms, the term 
'Technical Consultant' may be preferred. 
Example: Joe Soap Proudly Announces 

(by Courtesy of Humpalot Ltd.) 
THE NEW JOE SOAP EXPENDABLE 

A Sac To Break Your Back! 
(It's way out behind!) 

3 The Equipment Vendor 
His interests are wholly commercial. With regard to his 
equipment, one thing goes without saying: nothing but the 
best is good enough for the dedicated climber. Every 
equipment vendor is agreed on this. That is why they all 
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stock the best. One novel feature is the emergence of 
symbiotic alliances, designed to further joint sales ("If I 
give you a shoulder, you give me a pull"). 

Example: 
Mayhem Tojo, the Well Known Equipment Expert, 

Used 
A Joe Soap Expendable - On His Greenland Campaign 1968. 
He is proud to associate his name (and picture) with this 

remarkable and useful product. 

4 The Circuit Lecturer 
Lecture venues are widely scattered. This is,a great comfort 
to the Circuit Lecturer who suffers from an occupational 
phobia of being followed around the country by enthusiastic 
fans: they would be puzzled by the almost identical features 
the lecturer encountered on his ascents of the North Face 
of the Eiger and the South Face of Everest. The similarities 
are not entirely coincidental, but arise from the lecturer's 
practice of using the same set of slides to illustrate 
several different climbs. Variety can be introduced by 
reversing the slides in the projector. The lecturer has 
probably forgotten that he borrowed the slides from a 
friend who took the original photographs on Kinder Downfall. 
The comings and goings of Circuit Lecturers are well 
publicized: 

TONIGHT ! ! ! 
(In the Town Hall) 

"OVER THE HILL AND UP THE POLE" 
My Climbing Adventures in Eight Continents 

by 
CRISPIN BONAFIDE 

1) After the lecture, autographed copies of the lecturer's 
book will be sold by public auction. 

2) Persons who suffer from a morbid fear of heights are 
advised not to attend this performance. 

Comments: "Hundreds fainted in the aisles" 
" ... I too was gripped ... " 
"A golden message to every 

Daily Blurb 
Lord Hunt 

Award winning schoolboy" Duke of Edinburgh 
" ... Such rugged uncompromising 
masculinity . .. " Women's Page 
" ... Not since the immortal 
Whymper ... " Alpine Club Spokesman 

5 The Feminine Angle 
This has been pretty well cornered by the comely authoress 
of "Space between My Toes". Viz: 
'"Come off it, MUFFET," he growled. "Get up that crux and 
stop arguing." 
I purred ferociously like a great cat, and flowed silkily up 
the overhang. Sometimes I really hated him.' 

6 The Mountain Photographer 
"There is a bit more to mountain photography than merely 
taking snapshots with a camera," remarked a famous 
mountain photographer. The television millions who 
marvelled at John Dimm of Delta Group hanging upside 
down by his heels also witnessed the birth of a new art 
form. Its concepts are faintly Freudian. "I do not think of my 
camera as a camera," writes John Dimm, "I regard it as a 
mechanical appendage (sic) to my body". 

The mountain photographer earns his bread and butter by 
mass-producing postcards of classic rock climbs, which 
look more difficult on the postcards than they actually are. 
These are the sort of pictures that Nig and Nag will buy to 
take home to Mum for her family snapshot album. 
"Our Nig was up there on his holidays. It makes me sick to 
even look at it ... ", etc. 



Nobody knows whether McNaught-Davis is gripped or not. That is the measure of his artistry. Photo: Christian Bonington 

7 The Expedition Opportunist 

Dear Sirs, 
I have the honour to inform you that the Joint Anglo 

International Physio-Sociological Expedition to the Western 
Alps 1969 has selected your firm's boots/ropes/tinned 
foods/watches/toilet paper to accompany them on their · 
great enterprise. In token appreciation of your generous 
assistance, we shall report in due course on how your 
product reacted/tasted/felt under extreme climatic conditions/ 
high altitude. 

Yours faithfully, Acting Equipment Secretary, 
London Headquarters, J.A.I.P.S.E. 

8 The Pressman lcognito 
This rare migratory bird of prey is a casual visitor. His 
special talents lie in dishing up the 'Low Down from Up 
High', suitably flavoured for popular consumption: 
'Our Man in Kleine Scheidegg, Peter Hillman reports: 
"Tonight an uneasy silence hangs like a pall over the 
brooding North Wall as the two rival parties prepare to spend 
their 135th successive night on the Face. Despite strenuous 
efforts by both teams to pull apart, guides and local experts 
suggest that there is a very real danger that the two routes 
may now in fact merge. This would create a most 
unpleasant situation without precedent in Alpine history. 
International complications would be inevitable. Tonight, 
leaders of both teams held urgent radio consultations with 
legal experts at base camp. Fortunately, these threatened 
developments have at least revived flagging public interest 
in the climb. Programme popularity figures are rising 
steadily. This helps to dispel earlier rumours that the B.B.C. 
had considered taking the show off the air because it was 
lacking in real-life human drama. The rumours came at 
the end of a fourth accident-free week." ' 

9 The Mountain Rescue Team Spokesman 
This public spirited citizen receives no cash rewards for 
his services, although more deserving than most. We include 
him in the survey, because he receives free equipment and 
free licence to influence public opinion through the media 
of Press and Television. 
Viz: Daily Blurb - Stop Press 
'Albert Clod, 66-year-old Birmingham botanist was today 
severely injured in an incident on Mount Buachaille ('The 
Big Shepherd') in Glencoe ('The Glen of Weeping'), when 
avalanche dogs interrupted their training to dash to his 
assistance. A local rescue team spokesman said later: 

'This lamentable affair illustrates only too clearly the utter 
folly of allowing Englishmen unlimited access to the 
Scottish Hills in winter." 
Hospital authorities confirmed that Mr. Clod was still too 
shaken by his recent experiences to comment fully. "I owe 
it all to those dogs," he said briefly. 
Chief Constable Mc Hooter issued the following statement: 
"The lives of valuable canine auxiliaries were unnecessarily 
hazarded by this inconsiderate and ill-advised escapade." ' 
Being a rescue team organizer brings its day to day 
irritations. The following letter purports to be a true copy 
of one received by Hamish Macinnes. Hamish has the 
mixed fortune to occupy one of the few houses in Glencoe, 
and his voluntary duties include the evacuation of all fallen 
and generally incapacitated climbers who might otherwise 
clutter up the landscape of the National Park. To avoid 
identifying a well-known English public school, the names 
have been changed. Otherwise, this is an exact facsimile: 
Dear Sir, 

I write to inform you that I shall be visiting your area 
with 26 boys from my school, accompanied by two masters, 
Mr. H. E. Fell and Mr. Y. Sexton. We intend to tackle 
some of the harder routes as described in the old edition 
of the Mountaineering Club Guidebook. I would be grateful 
if you could warn your Team of our arrival on the 20th inst. 
and ask them to stand by for the duration of our visit. 
Enclosed is a S.A. envelope for your reply to the following 
questions: 
a) The name and address of the nearest Doctor/or hospital. 
b) The number of casualties your Team can cope with 

at any one time. 
c) The name of your local Church of England minister. 

Yours faithfully, (Rev.) C. 0. Finn (Principal) 
10 The Te/stars 
The Telstars (or television rock-climbing entertainers) are 
multiplying rapidly. In many respects they are the brightest 
stars in the professional firmament, as they earn the most 
money for the least work in the shortest time. That aside, 
one has to point out that neither the B.B.C. nor I.T.V. 
offers a retainer, and employment is on a casual basis. 
I have some slight experience in this field, as I have been 
typecast as a climbing clown. Instead of a cap and bells, 
the B.B.C. supplied me with faulty earphones which only 
functioned when I tilted my head 45° to the left and shook 
it vigorously. Viewers got the impression that I was either 
a deaf mute or suffering from St. Vitus Dance. 
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The Professionals - part 2. 

Telly -climbing calls for some knowledge of elementary 
stage craft. Although the climb looks terrifying, you have to 
persuade yourself that it is quite easy and at the same time 
persuade viewers that it is even more terrifying than it 
looks. Good telly -climbers should always appear 'gripped' . 
This comes easily to me - I usually am gripped. Characters 
like Brown and Crew have to pretend to be, and nobody 
knows whether McNaught- Davis is really gripped or not. 
That is the measure of his artistry. 

Another of the minor conceits of telly-climbing is that the 
climbing team should appear to be unaware of the 
microphones nestling against their windpipes, the spotlights 
of the giant television cameras, the sixty assorted sound 
mechanics, electricians and prop-men, and the policemen 
restraining the crowds at the cliff top. It is, after all, an 
informal occasion : 
"B.B.C. Outside Broadcasting Cameras are now going to 
drop in on a group of typical British climbers who are 
getting away from it all by taking part in a typical Saturday 
afternoon climb on a typical British crag. And, as we join 
them, we find them singing that old climbers' favourite -
'Clementine' . Well, well! Hello there chaps! Sorry to 
interrupt the song. Would you care to tell us a little about 
what you're doing, why you do this sort of thing, and - to 
put it in a nutshell - what makes the Modern Climber tick?" 

The major star in this twinkling constellation is of course 
the well-known impresario - producer/commentator to 
boot - Mr. Lucifer Basher. Basher pulls the strings that 
control the tiny puppets on the rock face. He also strings 
cliches together tighter than they have ever been strung 
before. 
"The Old Man of Hoy! 450ft. of towering, tottering 
Sandstone soaring above the blue waters of the Pentland 
Firth. And here today ( !) - come to do battle ( ! !) - the 
young men (!!!),the tiny pin -sized climbers plastered like 
human flies to his gritty sides. And here too ( !) - eager to 
take up this fantastic challenge - Britain's own master 
technician himself. What a confrontation! Once-in-the-space
of-a-lifetime-comes-a-man-such-as-this ! ! ! " (We are shown 
an unidentifiable figure being vomited upon by a Fulmar 
Petrel). 
"How's it going, Joe?" 
(Silence.) 
" Well - Joe can't hear us for the moment, so we'll quickly 
move down the rope to anchor man Ian MacNaught Davies." 
(A lone climber is seen idly flicking pebbles off a ledge 
with his boot.) 
" Come in Mac!" 
(Vague splutters .) 
"Well, Mac can't speak to us just now, because of a 
mechanical fault . . . I know! - let's nip across and see 
what Chris is doing ... " 
The giant cameras swing obediently as the duffle-coated 
figure at the cliff top gestures expansively. 
I rather liked the telegram that American Outside Broadcasts 
sent to their British counterparts : 
" Great Viewing! This is what television is all about." 
It sure is, buddy! Stick around and we'll show you more ... 

11 Guide Book Editors 
These characters have a thankless job. 'Most people imagine 
that the aim of every guidebook editor is either to make a 
fortune or to bolster his reputation by giving his own 
routes extra prominence. In fact, they earn very little money 
and a lot of vitriolic abuse. Ironically, their bitterest critics 
probably earn more by criticizing them : 
(Ref. Obsessional Correspondents - No. 14 ; and Pressman 
Incognito - No. 8.) 
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PATAGONIA 
A few copies of the last issue of Mountaincraft, ' the Patagonia issue,' 
are now available to subscribers to Mountain only. Post 6/ - to :-

MOUNTAIN MAGAZINES LIMITED, 
102a WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON W2. 

Dear Sir, 
I write out of a sense of public duty. Last Sunday, armed 

with the new guidebook, I made the ascent of Hooligan's 
Wall and confirmed what some of us have suspected all 
along. The climb is frankly impossible by all normal human 
standards. It took me all of 15 hours to get up. 

Let the editor of the guidebook now come forward and 
vindicate himself by repeating the route in the presence of 
a Watchdog Committee appointed by some responsible 
body such as the Sunday Times. I would like to think that 
he could. It is his public duty to try. 

Yours responsibly, "Hill-Man" 
Author's Note 
We congratulate " Hill-Man" on his vigilance. 
All future claims to first ascents should be submitted to 
the Sunday Times in the first instance, for ratification. In 
all cases, Lord Thomson's decision will be final. 
12 The Mountaineering Scientist 
Have you ever seen a rock climber with a climbing rope 
marked in inches, a pencil in one hand and a slide rule in 
the other? Have you noticed how he consults his slide rule 
and scribbles hurriedly on his anorak cuff before committing 
himself to a hard move? The climber was probably Dr. 
Malcolm Slesser, the well-known Scottish Scientific 
Technologist, a man with an equal head for heights and 
figures. Slesser was the first to point out that: 

e_: - 2P = 20T (S.M.C. Journal 1958) 
W EN 

How comforting it is to know that "Nylon mountaineering 
rope can absorb an impact kinetic energy of 0.235 ft.lb./foot 
length per lb. tensile strength!!! In a tight spot, a cool
headed leader will consult his Slesserian Tables to calculate 
the chances of the rope parting under the impact of a 
falling climber. Many leaders have probably fallen with their 
calculations incomplete. If that were the case, it would be 
doubly unfortunate, because the Tables generally confirm 
what is already feared : the rope will break. It is impossible 
to argue with a mathematical equation. 
Mountaineering Scientists are much in demand for Himalayan 
Expeditions. If they cannot be found, they must be created . 
When asked to join the Rakaposhi Expedition, I was awarded 
the extra status of Physiologist. Our leader, Mike Banks, 
insisted upon this. "I know nothing about Physiology", 
I told him. "There are many excellent books on the subject", 
he replied pointedly. 
One recent expedition included a Psychologist, whose job 
was to study the reaction of fellow members to stress and 
High Altitude. Many interesting data came to light. I still 
feel it would have been better to study the various 
individual reactions to sharing Camp Six with a snow
goggled psychologist. It is difficult to imagine a situation 
more loaded with potential emotional trauma. 
13 The Compuls ve Autobiographer 
Most climbers nurse secret ambitions to write a book. 
Invariably, the story begins in the nursery, where seemingly 
minor events are found to contain special significance : 
" From my very earliest days, I was aware of an irresistible 
urge to climb out of my cot. This clearly indicated to me 
that I was destined for mountaineering greatness". 
The text is liberally illustrated with full-page close-ups of 
the author's face which tell their own graphic tale. 
a) "The Author as a Youth" (arrogant, hirsute) 
b) " The Author before the Eiger" (anxious expression, 

receding hairline) 
c) "The Author after the Eiger" {happy smile, rapidly 

receding hairline) 
d) "The Author after the Last Citadel " {happy smile, 

total baldness) 



CLIMBING , CAMPING, CAVING, OUTDOOR SPORTS 

IN 

RAWTENSTALL 
call in and see our new mountaineering department. 

C. H. PARSONS, 13 BACUP RD. RAWTENSTALL, LANCS. 

14 The Obsessional Correspondent 
A small but significant income is earned by the compulsive 
or obsessional correspondent who contributes letters to the 
Editors of popular climbing magazines. The literary output 
of these gentlemen is prolific, and they can write about 
practically anything or nothing, and be paid for it. One 
distressingly common example is the Lonely Heart 
Correspondent : 

Sir, 
I am 48 and would like to meet another climber, not of 

the same age group or sex, but with similar interests. 
Please put me in touch with the female climber featured on 
Page 38 of your excellent January Issue - "The Big Bag 
that goes on all the Expeditions". 

Yours hopefully, (Mr.) P.A. D'Elephant 

15 The International Cement Mixer 
Traditional British insularity is exemplified by one of Mike 
Banks' off-the-record remarks during a protest strike among 
our Expedition porters. "The English language is understood 
all over the World," he declared impressively, "providing 
one shouts loudly enough." 
Present-day diplomatic trends are directed towards cultural 
exchange, as a better medium for getting across the British 
point of view. Under this heading, we find Mountaineering 
included. These goodwill missions can be a source of deep 
satisfaction to the mountaineering ambassador concerned, 
whose expenses are usually fully covered. 
Viz: Daily Blurb 
'Addressing a London Press Conference, Sir Oliver Branch 
said: "I take leave of my Outer Mongolian friends with a 
keen sense of personal loss, and return to these green 
Island shores with vivid memories of a Nation firmly 
entrenched in its environment and thoroughly steeped in its 
traditions. In a simple but moving ceremony to mark my 
departure, they presented me with a plastic bust of Mao
Tse-Tung and decorated me with the Grand Order of Lenin 
(First Class). These I shall always treasure. Replying, I asked 
them to accept a tiny fragment of rock, hewn from the 
summit of our highest mountain, Ben Nevis, as a small token 
of our esteem. I also reminded them of the peculiar 
affection that we in this country hold for the Mountains of 
Outer Mongolia, and of the close ties that have always 
existed between our respective Alpine Clubs. Because of 
language barriers my remarks were improperly understood, 
although greeted with great enthusiasm and loud applause. 
Next month, we in Britain play host to 146 Outer Mongolian 
mountaineers and their families. I appeal to any climber 
with available floor space and some knowledge of Oriental 
customs to get in touch with me as quickly as possible. 
Unfortunately, I myself shall be unable to extend a personal 
welcome, as I have a long standing engagement in 
Baluchistan to open a new Polo playing field."' 

Postcript 
This list is by no means complete. Various categories remain, 
such as Fell and Rock Club Hut Wardens, Yeti Hunters, and 
those privileged Peeping Toms - the Mountain Ornitho
logists. Space is limited ... 
If I appear to occupy an uncommitted position between 
amateur and professional ranks, this is not the case. I have 
some professional experience in categories 1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 
and 11. My experience has not so far proved profitable, 
otherwise I would not be writing for this excellent 
publication! (Mr. Editor please note.) 
In conclusion, I must crave the indulgence of various 
friends and acquaintances by reminding them that 
"Caricature is the highest form of Compliment". It also 
constitutes a free advertisement ! Better to be 
misrepresented or misquoted, than to be missed out! 

I 
NYFIL 

Waterproof, windproof 

Y 215 CAGOULE Weight: 16 ozs. 

Extra long for maximum protection. Attached 
hood with drawstring. Long sleeves with 

elasticated cuffs. Pocket slits in sides with zipps. 
Bottom drawstring. Super lightweight Nylon 

with inner PVC-coating. Colour: Orange only. 

HELL Y-HANSEN (UK) Ltd., 
Ronald Close, 
Kempston, Beds. 
Telephone: Kempston 2611. 1:1:1 
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Equipment Notes 
by Peter Crew 

The Clog Dead Man (right) and Dead Boy. 

The Clog ascender. 
;r. 
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The Penberthy Knot. 

rhotos: Peter Crew. 
In Mountain I, we published 
notes on Dead Men snow anchors 
and a new type of prusik clamp. 
Our readers showed great interest 
in these two items and, as they 
are now manufactured in Britain, 
we are now publishing fuller 
descriptions of them. We are 
grateful to Denny Moorhouse for 
assistance in preparing these 
notes. 

Clog ascenders 
Clogwyn Climbing Gear have 
recently developed a new 
mechanical device for climbing 
ropes. The basic principle is the 
same as that of the Ju mar clamp, 
but the Clog ascenders have 
been designed in such a way as 
to overcome the major defects of 
the Jumar. The ascenders are 
made in heavy gauge alloy plate, 
with two U bends. The smaller U 
provides a pivot point for the 
cam. The larger U forms a deep 
retaining groove and a shield for 
the rope. The body is shaped to 
provide a comfortable hand grip. 
The cam has a small protruding 
pin which enables it to be 
opened very easily, even when 
gloves are worn . Once the rope 
is placed in position, a karabiner 
is placed through the hole below 
the cam, providing an attach
ment point and preventing the 
cam from opening enough to let 
the rope flick out. 

The Clog ascender is superior to 
the Jumar in every respect. Its 
two most important features are : 
firstly, that it is impossible for 
the ascender to come off the 
rope when the karabiner is 
through the hole; and secondly, 
that it can be used on diagonal 
and horizontal ropes with equal 
effect. There are small disad 
vantages inherent in the design : 
the hand is not protected; the 
karabiner has to be removed 
from the hole when transferring 
the ascender to another rope ; 
and the device must suffer the 
same problems as Jumars on 
iced and dirty ropes, although 
this has not yet been tested . 
The ascenders cost £2.5.0 each, 
which seems reasonable. Clog 
are also offering a replacement 
service for worn cams and 
springs. 

Dead M en Snow Anchors 
The problems of belaying on 
snow have never been adequately 
solved. Recent research into the 
use and effectiveness of Dead 
Men snow anchors has shown 



Diagram below 
1. Incorrect placement. The 
angle 'a ' is too great and the 
Dead Man flies out when strain 
is applied. 
2. Correct placement, with 
angle 'a' at 45°. The Dead Man 
bites deeper into the snow, 
exhibiting a dynamic effect. 
Wire should be as near parallel to 
the slope as possible. It is best to 
clip a karabiner to the wire, and 
belay to this with the rope, 
standing well below the 
anchorage point. 

that they go most, if not all, of 
the way towards remedying this 
situation . To understand the use 
of Dead Men, it is necessary to 
appreciate the underlying 
principles. Basically, a relatively 
large flat object is placed below 
the surface of the snow, to act 
as an anchor for a cable. The 
placement is such that any strain 
on the cable is at right angles 
to the surface of the anchor, 
which itself acts against a solid 
mass of snow. A further refine
ment of placement technique, in 
the case of Dead Men, ensures 
that loading tends to drive the 
anchor deeper into the snow. 

The theory behind this is 
explained in the diagram. It is of 
vital importance that Dead Men 
be correctly placed - otherwise, 
as is shown, failure will occur. 
In soft snow, the anchor should 
be buried as deep as possible. 
In firm snow, it can be pushed 
into position. In hard snow, it is 
necessary to hammer the plate 
in, or to cut a suitably shaped 
hole. The following points 
should be kept in mind when 
placing the anchor : 

1) The angle between the plate 
and the direction of pull must 
be as near to 45 ° as possible. 

2) The snow in front of the plate 
must be completely undisturbed, 
except for a slot which must be 
cut for the cable. This slot should 
be cut in all types of snow, kept 
as narrow as possible, and should 
not disturb the lip of the hole. 

3) Viewed from above, the wire 
must be at right angles to the 
plate. 

Right 
The Penberthy Knot 
Pull end 'a' to tighten the knot, 
leaving a small clearance loop 
between the bowline and the 
turns. Ends 'a' and 'b' can then 
be joined to form a loop. 

4) A test loading must be put on 
the anchor, to ensure that it 
beds-in correctly. 
It is again emphasized that the 
first point is crucial to the 
successful use of the Dead Men. 
Various sizes and shapes of Dead 
Men have been tested. In firm 
crystalline snow, the Dead Men 
held loads of approximately one 
ton , at which point failure usually 
occurred at the wire. Even in 
poor snow, the results were 
consistently high, providing the 
Dead Men were placed correctly. 
With poor placement, the test 
results dropped to a low level 
comparable to that obtained with 
axe and stake belays. One of the 
most interesting features of the 
Dead Men was that when 
correctly placed in soft snow 
they exhibited a dynamic effect : 
they slid several feet through the 
snow, sustaining a gradually 
increasing load until failure 
usually occurred at the wire. At 
the end of these tests, the plate 
had left a tunnel behind and had 
compressed the snow in front 
into a hard mass. 

The test results on the large sizes 
of Dead Men were so encouraging 
that smaller sizes - Dead Boys -
were also tested. These too gave 
consistently good results of around 
a ton, with failure again occurring 
at the wire. There is now no 
doubt that Dead Men form a 
revolutionary addition to the 
climber's safety precautions. The 
smaller Dead Boys, in particular, 
open up new horizons in the 
protection of snow and ice 
climbs, as they can be carried 
easily and used even when the 
snow covering is thin. 

The significance of the test 
results can only be fully 
appreciated when comparisons 
are made with the results of 
similar tests on ice-axe and stake 
belays. When placed slightly off 
vertical, both the axe and stake 
belays pulled out at under 0.3 
ton . The most consistently 
effective method of belaying 
with stakes and axes was found 
to be that of burying the anchor 
horizontally in the snow, with 
the axis at right angles to the 
pull. In hard snow, when burial 
was not feasible, the best results 
were obtained when the anchor 
was driven in at about 40 degrees 
to the slope (viz. the tests on 
Dead Men). It has also been 
reported from the continent that 
ice-screws are much more 
effective when used at similar 
angles. 

Dead Men are now manufactured 
by Clogwyn Climbing Gear. 
They are made from aluminium 
plate, with a channel reinforcing 

section along the top edge to 
give added rigidity and protection 
against hammering. A 4ft. wire 
sling, fastened in a loop with 
Talurit clips, is passed through 
two small holes drilled in the 
centre line of the plate. A similar 
loop on the other end of the 
cable provides an attachment 
point. The large Dead Men are 
8 " by 10 " ; they have 6 lightening 
holes which can be used to 
provide a karabiner attachment 
for carrying purposes. The smaller 
Dead Boys are 5 " by 6 ", with a 
karabiner hole in one corner. 
Both sizes are now available at 
leading climbing shops, costing 
£1 .9.0 and 19/ 6 respectively. 

The Penberthy Knot 
Larry Penberthy, chairman of 
Mountain Safety Research Inc., 
Seattle, has recently made a 
comprehensive survey of climbing 
equipment and safety techniques 

Pull end 
up to cloS<-' 
this open 

space . 

b 

used in the U.S.A. Much of his 
work is very relevant to British 
climbers, and we hope to publish 
further details in the near future. 
In the course of his research, 
Penberthy came across a new 
idea for an ascending knot. It is 
far stronger and much more 
effective in use than the Prusik 
or Bachmann knots. The 
advantage of the knot is that the 
small clearance loop always 
allows it to be slid easily on the 
main rope. The knot can be 
tied in, and used on, most 
thicknesses of rope, but works 
best with 5mm. kernmantel on a 
9 or 11 mm. main rope. It can 
also be used on double ropes. 
The number of turns can be 
varied to provide more or less 
friction. The knot can also be 
tied using a double sling, but is 
rather more difficult to finish . 
Thorough practise is recom
mended before using the knot, 
as it is not easy to tie. 

THE WAY TO THE TOP IS EASIER 
AFTER A 
VISIT TO ~ 
rnrnTirnrnrnrnc11111 
BRYANT'S 

COLSTON STREET, BRISTOL 1. TEL. 231SS 

Mountaineers, climbers and fell walkers 
find all they need at Bryants, where 
everything is under one vast roof. 
Expert advice for beginners and ex
perienced climbers ensures long-term 
climbing enjoyment. 

The West Country specialists in equipment for 
CLIMBING, WINTER SPORTS, CAVING, CAMPING AND SAILING 

Gaston's Alpine Books 
Old and New Books - Club Journals - British and Foreign 

Guide Books - Mountain Worlds - Special Maps 
Ascent - the Sierra Club Journal - supplied 

134 KENTON ROAD · HARROW· MIDDX 
Telephone 01-907 8549 

ACCOMMODATION 
SNOWDON, LLANBERIS PASS. Ideal for walking, climbing. Bath, good food. Open 
all year. £9 per week full board-Smith, Nant Peris, Caernarvon. Tel. Llanberis 306. 

GLENCOE Cook, sleep dry 61-. Glencoe bunk-house welcomes climbers, school or 
venture groups. Sleeps up to 42. Camping 1 / . nightly. Send s.a.e. Bunkhouse, Glencoe, 
Argyll. Tel. Ballachulish 256. 

GUIDING 

ROCK CLIMBING IN SNOWDONIA 
Special courses run by 
Al Harris and Pete Crew 
Write for details enclosing S.A.E. to 

Crew and Harris, Bigil , Dinorwic, Caerns. 
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New Books 
The Americans on Huntington. Maeders Switzerland. 
Third issue of Ascent retains its high standards. 

Mountain of My Fear 
by David Roberts 
Souvenir Press, price_25/-

lf you want to know whether or 
not to buy this book, the short 
answer is "yes" ; you need read 
no further. If you want to know 
what it's all about to save you 
buying it, read on The book 
describes a successful attempt 
by four Americans to climb 
Mount Huntington (12,240ft.) in 
Alaska . It was the second 
attempt on the mountain, but 
the first by their chosen route -
the West Face. They paid a high 
price for success - one of their 
number was killed on the 
descent. 

Despite its unpretentious (i .e. 
cheap) appearance, obscure 
title (a quote from that well
known mountaineer W. H. 
Auden) and unknown (in this 
country) author, it is the best 
25/ - worth of big mountain
eering book to appear for some 
time. 

Americans are not usually 
reticent about their achievements, 
but this book does not make 
clear the magnitude of their feat: 
taking a light expedition to an 
area previously regarded as the 
preserve of large, Himalayan
style expeditions, and knocking 
off a major first ascent. It was 
truly remarkable. Two of the four 
team members had not been to 
Alaska before ; the party was 
alone in the region of the highest 
peak in Alaska (Mount 
McKinley) for six weeks - quite 
cut off from outside help; the 
weather - notorious as some of 
the world's worst - was bad for 
four of the six weeks. Yet they 
made the second ascent of a 
mountain that a strong French 
party, led by Lionel Terray, had 
treated with great respect; and 
they did it via one of the first major 
(7,000ft.) face climbs to be 
attempted in Alaska. 
The climbing is well described 
(a little too well in the 
appendices which feature a pitch
by-pitch description), although 
there is some difficulty in 
following the ascent due to the 
frequent intrusion of 
philosophical sections on: "What 
it's all about". As the exegesis 
makes clear, the author is doing 
a Ph.D. in English - and the book 
has literary pretentions. The 
combination of the American 
climber's intenseness, and the 
American national sin of taking 
oneself too seriously, rather 
scared me. Fortunately, there is 
not too much about Life: if you 
overcome the temptation to skip 
these bits, you will find that 
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Mr. Roberts has added another 
quote to the mountaineers· list: 
" . .. we found no answers . .. 
only the room in which to look 
for them." 

Mr. Roberts' undoubted literary 
skill is used to its greatest effect 
in the description of the amount 
of will power required to 
overcome the supreme nastiness 
of a big mountain expedition; 
both will power and nastiness are 
recorded with admirable clarity. 
These descriptions make this 
a handbook for the would -be 
expedition man. But it is the 
account of the climbing that 
sticks in the mind - particularly 
the push to the top snow-field 
and the tragic death (by a freak 
abseiling accident) within a 
short distance of base, 

In all , this is a good book, 
though not a great one, with 
plenty of smallish pictures and 
reading matter to suit all tastes : 
not quite John le Carre, but 
better than James Bond as 
adventure stories go, 
T. I, M, Lewis 

The Mountains of Switzerland 
by Herbert Maeder 
Published by Allen and Unwin 
Price: £5.5.0. 

The Swiss Alps: stark places of 
snow, ice and crumbling rock ; 
majestic aloof mountains; the 
meeting place of geological and 
emotional turmoil; a joinder of 
the Golden Era and the New 
Approach, The mountains of the 
mystic, the tourist, and the 
sensation-seeker, are all cram~ed 
into a tiny country, 

Maeder has created an armchair 
journey, exhilarating and subtly 
beautiful, deep into the heart of 
these mountains, The author is a 
climbing photographer and has 
taken most of the photographs 
which illustrate this book. His 
struggle to gain hard-won vantage 
points has complemented and 
influenced his work. It is alive, 
dynamic, sensational : a 
mountaineer's impression of his 
mountain country. 
This book, however, is not only a 
collection of photographs (which 
alone almost fulfil Maeder's aim), 
but also a selection of neat texts 
covering a wide range of subjects: 
man and mountains through the 
ages; on admiring mountains; the 
structure of the Alps ; flora and 
fauna of the Alps; on becoming a 
mountaineer; the dangers of 
mountaineering, A great deal of 
the writing is tinged with 
justifiable nationalistic pride 
and is in contrast with much 

British writing on the Golden Era. 
The chapter on the dangers of 
mountaineering is wrong for a 
book of this kind : mountaineering 
technique is complex and involved, 
and is best dealt with in a 
comprehensive text book. Here, it 
is potentially dangerous. 

Originally published in German, 
the book has inevitably suffered 
at the hands of the translator : 
unfamiliar rock hooks, screw 
hooks, and roll-up tent appear. 
Interesting but disturbing 
technical errors are easily carried 
by a volume such as this - a 
book to be enjoyed not just once, 
but time and time again . It 
reveals the adventure of the high 
Alps better than any of its 
companions. The essence of 
alpine climbing has been 
captured; the author has 
masterfully achieved his object, 
Brian A , Fuller 

Ascent 1969 

edited by Allen Steck 

Sierra Club. Price 25/ -

Well up to their established 
high standards of writing and 
photography. Peerless 
reproduction quality allows the 
editor to publish photographs of 
surprising sublety, The writing, 
as i·n previous years, strives - often 
successfully- for aesthetic 
excellence. The book review's 
betray some of the journals 
crusading zeal - Pratt, in fine 
form, demolishing an inept 
instruction book, while Dornan 
denigrates, rather too strongly, 
the Harlin effigy created by 
Ullman. Essential reading. 
Gastons of London handle 
subscriptions avoiding tiresome 
money exchange. (See advert on 
previous page) 

LETTERS 

Bosigran guidebook row 

Sir 
I read with considerable interest 
and some surprise the review 
by Ken Wilson of Biven and 
McDermott's Cornwall guide 
in your last issue. While one 
must agree with various points 
such as diagrams, weight of 
paper, cover photos etc, I do 
feel that much of the criticism 
was ill-conceived. It appears 
that the review is, in fact largely 
a vehicle for an attack on the 
General Editor and his policies ; 
there may be internal dissension 
in the Climbers Club but it is 
surely wrong to extend it to a 
magazine read by a majority 
of non C.C. members about a 
guide used by a similar majority. 

There is much more to a guide
book than a bald recitation of 
routes. Climbing in Cornwall is 
an unusual and rewarding 
experience. I found the pre
liminary articles complemented 
the route descriptions well ; 
I am sure that I speak for many. 
It is worth pointing out, as the 
book did, that the preliminary 
articles serve for both volumes -
in Volume 2 there is a mere 3 
pages. Equated over both guides, 
the percentage of preliminaries is 
only slightly more than normal. 

If the guide contained nothing 
more than route descriptions, I 
doubt if the Climbers Club could 
reduce the price much below the 
present 15/ 6; on that basis the 
so-called "extra -mural education 
and obscure details" is free. 

Far more worthy of discussion 
is the grading system, used much 
more rigorously than on previous 
occasions and thus deserving, 
in my view, a detailed intro
duction. Where else have routes 
with the same technical grade 
(5a in this case) been given 
grades of V.S., Hard V,S. and 
Extreme. 

Here surely are grounds for 
constructive criticism rather than 
a straight hatchet job, 
Yours faithfully, 
Dave Roberts. 

Ken Wilson writes: 
Mr. Roberts' points about the 
value of long preambles are, 
of course, arguable but there was 
no outcry when Cornwall 2 
appeared without them, and both 
West-Col and the F.R.C.C. are 
manifestly sceptical about 
their importance. In my view 
the C.C. would be well advised 
to conserve their energies for 
other guides rather than present 
the climbing world with 
expensive white-elephants. 
Perhaps some of the money saved 
could be used to pay the authors 
a nominal fee for their labours. 

All this together with the growing 
number of technical gaffes in new 
C.C, Guides, brings one back to 
the wisdom of the club's 
editorial policy. Far from being 
irrelevant to the review, these 
matters were particularly important 
when faced with a guide, hope
lessly overdue, overpadded, and 
full of technical misjudgement, 
The C.C. have also tried to 
claim these matters - of great 
interest to every climber using 
their guidebooks - as private 
business for debate behind their 
own tightly closed doors, but their 
clear inability to solve these 
problems over the past few years, 
has now forced the debate into 
open discussion. 



CAMPING AND CLIMBING EQUIPMENT 

TEBBUTT'S 
91-92, Walsall Street, Wednesbury, Staffs. 

Moving shortly to Market Square. 

(Telephone - Wednesbury 0802) 
Late Night - Fridays 8 p.m. 

VERY WIDE RANGE PLUS EXPERIENCED ADVICE 

Photograph by John Cleare of Sargent/Gamma Ltd 

ISM 
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

OF MOUNTAINEERING 

Leysin - Switzerland 
director DOUGAL HASTON 

send for 1969 brochure to 
2 Woodcote, Frith Hill Road , 
Godalming, Surrey. 

HIGH ON 
BRANT 
DIRECT. .. 

the vital link is 
VIKING 

The bigger the challenge 
the safer you are with 
VIKING Nylon Ropes. 

Mountain-proved, 
laboratory-tested, VIKING 
ropes are made by the largest 
and most experienced 
ropemakers in the World. 

For the rough and the 
smooth, VIKING is your 
closest ally. 

VIKING 
Nylon Climbing Ropes 

made by British Ropes Limited 
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Forthcoming lecture announcement. 

Chris Jones lectures on his recent series of big climbs 
on the American Continent. 

e Rock-climbing on the great walls of Yosemite. 
e Hard ice on Yerupaja's sensational Amazon Face. 
e A new route on Fitzroy in storm-wracked Pcitagonia. 

One of the most varied and interesting climbing lectures for many years - Chris Jones, well-known 
English climber resident in San Francisco returning to England for a short visit, shows slides of an 
impressive series of spectacular climbs, completed in the last year. A lecture of outstanding 
interest - Not to be missed. Showing at the following centres; 

tickets and details from: tickets and details from: 

B IRM ING HAM 9th Oct. Frank Davies, 7 Snowhill Ringway, 4. NOTTINGHAM 16th Oct. Roger Turner, Mountain Sports, 

BRISTOL 13th Oct. Joseph Bryant Ltd., Colston Street. Canning Circus. 

LONDON 14th Oct. Pindisports, 14- 18 Holborn, E.C.1. 
34 South End, Croydon. 

LIVERPOOL 20th Oct. Ellis Brigham, 73 Bold Street, 1. 

MANCHESTER 21st Oct. Ellis Brigham, 6- 14 Cathedral Street, 4. 
373- 5 Uxbridge Road, Acton . LEEDS 22nd Oct. Centresport, 40 Woodhouse Lane, 2. 

SHEFFIELD 15th Oct. Bryan Stokes, High Court, High Street. BLACKPOOL 23rd Oct. The Alpine Centre, 193 Church Street. 
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TOP to TOE 
COMPLETE OUTFIT 
for the MOUNTAINEER 

FOR ONLY I /-
TICKETS FROM: 

BRYANTS - BRISTOL 

BRIG HAMS - LIVERPOOL & MANCHESTER 
BLACKS - MANCHESTER 

JOE BROWN - LLANBERIS 
FRANK DAVIES - AMBLESIDE, LEEDS & 

BIRMINGHAM 
GEORGE FISHER - KESWICK 
BRYAN G. STOKES - SHEFFIELD 
GRAHAM TISO - EDINBURGH 
Y.H.A. SERVICES - LONDON, BIRMINGHAM 

& MANCHESTER 
P. & S. SHOPS - BRADFORD & BARNSLEY 

PINDISPORTS - HOLBORN E.C.1 & ACTON W.3 

and other retailers 

your help is needed. 

IN AID OF THE DEPENDANTS OF THE TWO COCKERMOUTH 

MOUNTAIN RESCUE TEAM MEMBERS KILLED THIS YEAR 

CASTOR Fully leather lined climbing boot with 
padded ankle shafts. Padded, bellow tongue with 
water-protecting wrap -over. Hinged heel. Hand
welted double stitched leather sole covered with 
Vib,am Montagna so le. Black onl y. £10.4s.0d. 

GREPON Handsome climbing boot in brown 
high grade amphibious skin. Tall fully leather lined 
and ankle snafts. Full bellow and padded tongue. 
Heavy welted leather soles, fully screwed and 
covered with Vibram Montagna soles. £12.3s.4d. 

GABELHORN Attractive reverse leather high al 
titude climbing boot. Fully leather lined, padded 
ankle shafts, water-protecting wrap-over. Hinged 
heels and elastic leather snow/water resisting tops. 
Close w elted four tier leather sole fully screwed, 
covered with Vibram security Montagna soles. 

£16.10s.Od. 

Send for catalogue and nearest stockist 

EH PRICE & Co {Cambridge) Ltd 
10 ST BARNABAS ROAD CAMBRIDGE 

TALKING SHOP 
I 71 <.O 

Climbers are talking about the new shops which YHA Sales 
have opened in Birmingham and Manchester. Based on 
more than 20 years' experience in London, the shops stock 
reliable, high quality equipment and clothing for outdoor 
activities. 
Call and talk shop about climbing with the staff, who will be 
glad to advise you on your choice of gear, or send the 
coupon and order by post. 

YHA SALES 
35 Cannon Street, 

Birmingham 2 

MONDAY closed 

TUESDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 

WED. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 

THURS. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 

FRIDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 

SAT. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

YHA SALES 
36/38 Fountain Street, 

Manchester 2 

MONDAY closed 

TUESDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 

WED. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 

THURS. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 

FRIDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 

SAT. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

YHA SALES 
29 John Adam Street, 

London, W.C.2 

MONDAY 9.30 a.m. - 7 p.m. 

TUESDAY 9.30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

WED. 9.30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

THURS. 9.30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

FRIDAY 9.30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

SAT. 9.30 a.m. - 12 noon 
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Mountaineering 
Equipment 
Suppliers 
Ambleside, Westmorland 
Frank Davies, (S) , 
The Climbers· Shop, 
Compston Corner, 
Tel. Ambleside 2297. 

Aviemore, Scotland 
Speyside Sports (S) , 
Tel. Aviemore 629. 

Bethesda, North Wales 
Arvons, 
High Street. 
Tel. 0248.82.401. 

Birmingham 
Frank Davies (S) , 
7 Snowhill Ringway, 4. 
Tel. 021.236.6816. 

Birmingham 
Blacks of Greenock, 
(City Camp & Sports) 
86- 87 Broad Street (C) (S) (M) , 
Birmingham 15. 
Tel. 021.643.5638. 

Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd ., 
35 Cannon Street, 2. 
Tel. 021.643.5180. 

Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre. 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253.24307. 

Bolton 
Alpine Sports (S), 
157 Great Moor Street, 
Tel. 0204.25087. 

Bradford 
P & S Outdoor Shop, 
71 a Godwin Street. 
Tel. 027 42.1998. 

Brighton 
Sport and Leisure, 
48 North Street. 
Tel. 0273.29539. 

Bristol 
Joseph Bryant Ltd., 
The Outdoor Centre, 
Colston Street. 
Tel. 0272.23166. 

Cambridge 
The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street. 
rel. 0223.53956. 

Capel Curig, North Wales 
Brennands, 
The Climbing Shop. 
Tel. Capel Curig 217. 

Capel Curig, North Wales 
Arvons, 
The Climbers' Shop. 

Croydon, Surrey 

Pindisports, 
1098 Whitgift Centre, 
Tel. 01.688.2667. 
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Darlington 
J. Clementson (Darlington) Ltd ., 
29 High North Gate (C). 
Tel. 0325.2390. 

Doncaster 
Don Valley Sports (C) (S), 
95 Spring Gardens. 
Tel. 0302.67755. 

Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd . 
63 Seagate (M) (S) , 
Tel. 0382.24501 -2. 

Edinburgh 
Graham Tiso (M) , 
44 Rodney Street. 
Tel. 031.556.1723. 

Glasgow 
Blacks of Greenock, 
132 St. Vincent Street, 
Glasgow C.2. 
Tel. 041.221.4007. 

Glasgow 
Greaves (S). 
23 Gordon Street. 
Tel. 041 .221.4531 / 2 

Grantown-on-Spey, Scotland 
Speyside Sports (S), 
47 High Street. 
Tel. Grantown 246. 

Halifax 
The Outdoor Centre, 
3 Princes Arcade. 
Tel. 0422.65549. 

Isle of Skye 
Pete Thomas, Graham Tiso, 
Glen Brittle. 

Lanca·ster 
H. Robinson, 
Mountain Craft Shop (C), 
5 New Road. 
Tel. 0524.66610. 

Leeds 
Centresport, 
Frank Davies, Dave Clarke, 
40 Woodhouse Lane, 2. 
Tel. 0532.31024. 

Leeds 
Leeds Camping Centre (S) 
10-11 Grand Arcade. 
Tel. 0532.28634. 

Leeds 
H. W. Poole, 
34-36 Eastgate (C) (S) , 
Tel. 0532.24599. 

Leeds. 
H. W. Poole, 
2 Wade Street (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0532.29374. 

Liverpool 
F. Ellis Brigham (M) (C) (S) , 
73 Bold Street, 1 
Tel. 051.709.6912. 

These shops stock high class Mountaineering, Ski-ing and Camping 
Equipment. 

The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering and 
Ski-ing Equipment. 

Llanberis, North Wales 

Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall. 
Tel. 028682.327. 

London 
Pindisports, 
14- 18 Holborn, E.C.1. 
(Ski-Boots for hire) . 
Tel. 01.242.3278. 

London 
Blacks of Greenock, 
22- 24 Gray's Inn Road, 
London, W.C.1. 
Tel. 01 .405.4426. 

Blacks of Greenock, 
(Players Sports) (C) (S) (M) 
53 Rathbone Place, 
Oxford Street, W.1 . 
Tel. 01.636.6645. 

London. Acton, W.3. 
Pindisports, 
373/ 5 Uxbridge Road, W.3 
(Ski-Boots for hire) . 
Tel. 01.992.6642. 

London 

Robert Lawrie Ltd. 
54 Seymour Street, W1 H 5WE 
Tel. 01.723.5252 

London 
Y.H.A. Sales, 
29 John Adam Street, W.C.2. 
Tel. 01.839.1722. 

Manchester 
F. Ellis Brigham (M) (C) (S), 
6-14 Cathedral Street, 4 
Tel. 061 .832.0161. 

Manchester 
Blacks of Greenock 
(Black & Edgington) , 
263 Deansgate, 2. 
Tel. 061.832.4540. 

Manchester 
J. & A. Sports & Camping Co. (C) , 
15 Station Road.Urmston . 
Tel. 061.748.6408. 

Manchester 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd., 
36/ 38 Fountain Street, 2. 
Tel. 061.834.7119. 

Mansfield, Notts. 
W. Slack and Sons, 
38 Rosemary Street. 
Tel. 0623.24449. 

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
Dentons (Denton Cycles) (S) , 
227 / 229 Westgate Road. 
Tel. 0632.23903. 

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
L. D. Mountain Centre Ltd., 
34 Dean Street (S) (C). 
Tel. 0632.22139. 

Nottingham 
Blacks of Greenock 
(Nottingham Camp & Sports) 
Shakespeare Street, (C) (S) (M) , 
Nottingham. NG1 4FD. 
Tel. 0602.43165. 

Nottingham 

Roger Turner 
Mountain Sports (S), 
1 Canning Circus. 
Tel. 0602.47230. 

Oxford 

The Scout and Guide Shop, 
17 Turi Street. 
Tel. 0092.47110. 
(Branch of the Scout 
Association) . 

Perth, Scotland 

James Banks and Sons (C) , 
137- 141 High Street. (S). 
Tel. 0738.24928. 

Sheffield 

Blacks of Greenock 
(Jackson & Warr) (C) (S) (M) 
18-22 Corporation Street, 
Sheffield SR3 8RN. 
Tel. 0742.20760. 

Sheffield 

Bryan G. Stokes, 
High Court, High Street. 
Tel. 0742.27525. 

Stockport 

Henshall & Edwards Ltd. (C), 
89 Lower Hillgate. 
Tel. 061.480.2945. 

Stoke-on- Trent 

Blacks of Greenock 
(Scout Shop) , 
40-62 Marsh Street, 
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. 
Tel. 0782.22870. 

Sunderland 

Reynolds Army Stores, (C) (S) , 
6 Derwent Street, Park Lane. 
Tel. 0783.57945. 

Sutton, Surrey 

Blacks of Greenock (O.M. Stores) , 
250 High Street, Sutton, Surrey. 
Tel. 01.642.8655. 

Wednesbury, Staffs. 

Tebbutt Bros. (M) (C) (S) , 
Camping and Climbing, 
91 /92 Walsall Street. 
Tel. 021 .556.0802. 

York 

The Scout and Guide Shop, 
14 Goodramgate. 
Tel. 0904.53567. 
( Branch of the Scout 
Association). 

,.. 





Fisher 
POSTAL SERVICE 

Borrowdale Road Keswick 
Tel. 72178 
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OILED 

6 JAPARA' 
PARl<A 

£7 7 0 

WE CAN 
REPROOF THIS 
GARMENT IN A 
MATTER OF MINUTES 

LASTS FOR 

YEARS 

Send for one on approval 

BORROWDALE ROAD 
KESWICK 

The 'Japara' Parka 
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